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Hilbert's paper on The Foundations of Physi s (First Communi ation),
presented to the Göttingen A ademy of S ien es on November 20, 1915,
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is now primarily known for its parallel publi ation of essentially the same
gravitational eld equations of general relativity whi h Einstein published in
a note on The Field Equations of Gravitation, presented to the Prussian
A ademy of S ien es in Berlin ve days later, on November 25, 1915.
intense

orresponden e between Hilbert and Einstein in the

November 1915, furthermore,

2

An

ru ial month of

onfronts the historian with a

ase of parallel

resear h and with the asso iated problem of re onstru ting the intera tion
between Hilbert and Einstein at that time.
Previous assessments of these issues have re ently been

hallenged by Leo

Corry, Jürgen Renn, and John Sta hel who draw attention to a hitherto un-

3

noti ed rst set of proofs for Hilbert's note.

These proofs bear a printer's

stamp of De ember 6 and display substantial dieren es to the published
version, in parti ular as regards the
sion of the energy
∗

ovarian e of the theory and the dis us-

on ept. They also do not yet

Ar h. Hist. Exa t S i. 1998, in press.

1 [Hilbert 1915℄.
2 [Einstein 1915a℄.

3 [Corry, Renn and Sta hel 1997℄.
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ontain the expli it form

of Einstein's gravitational eld equations in terms of the Ri
tra e, the Riemann

i tensor and its

urvature s alar.

By fo ussing on the

onsequen es of these ndings for the re onstru tion

of Einstein's path towards general relativity  any possibility that Einstein
took the

lue for the nal step towards his eld equations from Hilbert's note

is now denitely pre luded  a number of questions about Hilbert's role in
the episode, however, are left open.

To what extent did Hilbert rea t to

Einstein? What were Hilbert's resear h
they

on erns in his note, and how did

ome to overlap with Einstein's to some extent in the fall of 1915? How

did Hilbert and Einstein regard ea h other and their

on urrent a tivities

at the time? What did Hilbert hope to a hieve, and what, after all, did he
a hieve?
With these questions in mind I shall dis uss in this paper Hilbert's rst
note on the Foundations of Physi s, its prehistory and

4

tures,

and, for heuristi

hara teristi

fea-

purposes, I shall do so largely from Hilbert's per-

spe tive.

1
In

Hilbert and his resear h program
ontrast to Einstein's biography, Hilbert's life was

the drasti

histori al

uriously unae ted by

hanges asso iated with Germany's transition from the

Kaiserrei h to Weimar demo ra y to the Nazi regime, or, for that matter,
by the rst World War. Hilbert

ame to Göttingen in 1895, aged 33, as a

young professor, and there he stayed for nearly fty years. In Göttingen he
lived almost all these years in the same house on Wilhelm-Weber-Straÿe 29,
married to the same woman, and leading a s holarly life devoted to mathemati al resear h and a ademi
he gave le ture

tea hing. Hilbert never had a sabbati al, but

ourses, term after term, on various elds of mathemati s,

logi , and mathemati al physi s.
than a hundred

These le tures are do umented by more

Vorlesungsausarbeitungen

4 For the sake of

kept in the Mathemati s Institute

ompleteness, it should be noted that, in 1924, Hilbert published a

revised version of his rst note as the rst part of a paper, titled also Die Grundlagen der
Physik in the Mathematis he Annalen ([Hilbert 1924℄). The se ond part of this 1924 note
was his se ond note on the Foundations of Physi s from De ember 1916 ([Hilbert 1917℄),
revised in 1924 as well. A dis ussion of this 1924 republi ation of his rst note is beyond
the s ope of the present paper. It would involve a dis ussion of Hilbert's subsequent work
leading to the publi ation of his se ond note, of later investigations of the energy problem
by Felix Klein and others, as well as of developments in unied eld theory up to 1924.
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of Göttingen University. In spring and fall, between terms, however, he used
to leave Göttingen to spend va ations either on the Balti
mountains.

5

or in the Swiss

Intelle tually, on the other hand, Hilbert's a hievements have been

alled

revolutionary, in parti ular as regards his work on the foundations of mathemati s. And it would be wrong to assume that Hilbert stewed in his own
jui e in Göttingen. He did parti ipate energeti ally in the s ienti

dis us-

sions of the day, and he also took a tive part in matters of s ienti

interest

to the small but vital s ienti

ommunity of Göttingen. It has often been

said that the people of Göttingen in the era of Klein and Hilbert saw the
town as one of the

enters, if not as

the

enter, of the s ienti

6

world.

Be

that as it may, Hilbert's a tive intervention in matters of s ien e poli y aimed
at having

ru ial people

reatively at the edge of

ome to Göttingen. Leading s ientists who worked
urrent resear h in a eld that was of interest to

Göttingen mathemati ians were invited to
and his

ome there and inform Hilbert

olleagues about the latest developments in the eld.

A typi al example is provided by Hilbert's rst

7

stein.

orresponden e with Ein-

In 1912 Hilbert was working on impli ations of his theory of linear

integral equations for physi s, in parti ular the kineti

theory of gases and

radiation theory. This was a eld where Einstein had published important
ontributions. So Hilbert sent Einstein a post ard asking for oprints of his
papers. Some time later he sent Einstein a
integral equations, and then invited him to

opy of his just published book on
ome to Göttingen in the spring

of the following year to attend a Wolfskehl symposium on the kineti

theory

of matter. Einstein de lined, saying he had nothing new to say and that he
was also too busy.
Intelle tually, Hilbert's s ien e poli y is mat hed by a
ture of his perspe tive on the mathemati al s ien es
word the axiomati

method.

The axiomati

hara teristi

aptured by the

method is

feaat h-

hara teristi ally

ree tive; it takes up whatever insight has been a hieved into a eld and
tries to analyse,

larify and reformulate it. But it is not a vague, unspe i

openness towards anything new in the s ien es. In physi s, too, Hilbert had
rather rm judgments about important developments and the role he himself
and his group might play in them.
5 For biographi al information on Hilbert, see [Blumenthal 1935℄ and [Reid 1970℄.

6 For a dis ussion of the Göttingen mathemati al
Hilbert, see [Rowe 1989℄.

7 CPAE5, Do s. 378, 417.
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ommunity in the era of Klein and

Hilbert's rst note on the Foundations of Physi s from 1915 indeed represents the

ulmination of a lifelong interest and many years of a tive work

in physi s.

I would like to suggest that there are some
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hara teristi s of his

understanding of physi s whi h date to his early years and stay relatively
invariant over the years.

1.1 Physi s as a mathemati al dis ipline
Hilbert's view of physi s from a mathemati ian's perspe tive be omes quite
expli it in remarks he made regarding the relationship between physi s and
geometry.

Hilbert regarded geometry as a genuine bran h of mathemat-

i s. But, originally, geometry was a natural s ien e. Only it was no longer
subje t to experimental examination and had be ome mathematized, arithmetized and eventually axiomatized.
only an a

For Hilbert, this development is not

ount of the fa tual histori al development but also of the proper

advan ement of s ien e, an advan ement whi h should be furthered wherever
possible.
Thus, as early as 1894, in a le ture on geometry whi h he gave while still
in Königsberg, Hilbert wrote
Geometry is a s ien e whi h essentially has developed to su h a
state that all its fa ts may be derived by logi al dedu tion from

9

previous ones.

And he immediately adds
Completely dierent from, e.g. ele tri ity theory or opti s where

10

even today new fa ts are still being dis overed.
Later in this le ture, in the

ourse of dis ussing the axiomati

foundations of

geometry, he presents the axiom of parallels and dis usses the alternatives of
Eu lidean, hyperboli
8 For

dis ussions

of

and paraboli

geometries. In this

Hilbert's

in

work

physi s,

see

ontext he remarks

[Born 1922℄,

[Corry 1996℄,

[Corry 1997b℄.

9 Die Geometrie ist eine Wissens haft, wel he im Wesentli hen so weit fortges hritten

ist, dass alle ihre Thatsa hen bereits dur h logis he S hlüsse aus früheren abgeleitet werden
können. SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 541, p. 7.

10 Ganz anders wie z.B. die Ele tri itätstheorie oder Optik, in der no h heute immer

neue Thatsa hen entde kt werden, ibid.
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Now also all other s ien es are to be treated following the model
of geometry, rst of all me hani s, but then also opti s and ele -

11

tri ity theory.

This is 1894. Very similar remarks are made in a le ture
geometry given in winter 1898/99. There Hilbert

ourse on Eu lidean

hara terizes geometry as

a natural s ien e but of su h a kind that its theory may be

alled

a perfe ted one whi h, as it were, provides a model for the theo-

12

reti al treatment of other natural s ien es.

In the same semester Hilbert also le tured on me hani s.
Hilbert's rst le ture
tion to this

13

ourse dealing with physi s proper.

ourse, Hilbert again

This is in fa t
In the introdu -

hara terized geometry as a mathemati al

s ien e whi h used to be a natural s ien e.

Regarding me hani s he then

goes on:
Also in me hani s the basi

fa ts are a

But the arrangement of the basi
to the

epted by all physi ists.

on epts nevertheless is subje t

hanges in viewpoint. The stru ture is also far more

om-

pli ated [than that of geometry℄; even de iding what is simpler
is something whi h depends on further dis overies. Hen e, even
today, me hani s

annot yet be

alled a purely mathemati al dis-

14

ipline, at least not to the extent that geometry is.
Given this state of aairs, Hilbert

ontinues:

11 Na h dem Muster der Geometrie sind nun au h alle anderen Wissens haften in erster
Linie Me hanik, herna h aber au h Optik, Elektrizitätstheorie et . zu behandeln, ibid.,
p. 92.

12  [...℄ eine Naturwissens haft [...℄, aber eine sol he, deren Theorie eine vollkommene

zu nennen ist, die glei hsam ein Muster bildet für die theoretis he Behandlung anderer
Naturwissens haften. SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 551, p. 1.

13 Ex ept for a le ture ourse on hydrodynami s held in Königsberg in summer 1887, p.

SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 522.

14 Au h in der Me hanik werden die Grundthatsa hen von allen Physikern zwar an-

erkannt. Aber die Anordnung der Grundbegrie ist denno h dem We hsel der Auassungen unterworfen. Au h der Aufbau ist ein viel

ompli irterer und was das einfa here ist,

zu ents heiden ist von weiteren Entde kungen abhängig, so dass die Me hanik au h heute
no h ni ht, jedenfalls ni ht in dem Masse wie die Geometrie als eine rein mathematis he
Disziplin zu bezei hnen ist. SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 553, p. 2.
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We must strive for it to be ome [a mathemati al s ien e℄.

We

must extend the range of pure mathemati s further and further,
not only in our own mathemati al interest but also for the sake

15

of s ien e as su h.

1.2 Physi s and the axiomati method
The le tures on Eu lidean geometry and me hani s given in winter 1898/99
from whi h these quotes are taken immediately pre eded the writing of
Hilbert's famous and
1899 as part of a

lassi

Foundations of Geometry published in June

Fests hrift

on the o

Weber-monument in Göttingen.
as laid out in the
what is

Fests hrift

alled the axiomati

16

asion of the unveiling of the Gauss-

Hilbert's axiomati

treatment of geometry

was immensely inuential in the emergen e of
method in mathemati s,

the postulates of independen e,

onsisten y, and

aptured roughly by

ompleteness for systems of

axioms, by the notion of impli it denition, and by the use of models in the
logi al analysis of axiomati

systems.

Hilbert's work in geometry was also inuential for his own understanding
of mathemati s and physi s. The quotes given above illustrate that Hilbert
saw his axiomati

reformulation of Eu lidean geometry as a model of the

way in whi h physi s was to be treated as well. For a proper understanding
of Hilbert's subsequent work in physi s some brief
expli it early programmati

omments on the most

formulation for this work are in order: the sixth

of the 23 problems for future mathemati al resear h whi h Hilbert formulated for the International Congress of Mathemati ians in Paris in 1900, i.e.,
roughly a year after the

Fests hrift.

This sixth problem expli itly reads

6. Mathemati al Treatment of the Axioms of Physi s. The investigations on the foundations of geometry suggest the problem:

To treat in the same manner, by means of axioms, those physi al
s ien es in whi h already today mathemati s plays an important
part; in the rst rank are the theory of probabilities and me hani s.17
15 Wir müssen streben, dass sie es wird. Wir müssen die Grenzen e hter Mathematik
immer weiter ziehen ni ht nur in unserem mathematis hen Interesse, sondern im Interesse
der Wissens haft überhaupt. ibid.

16 [Hilbert 1899℄. The other part of this

Fests hrift was a dis ussion by Emil Wie hert

of the Foundations of Ele trodynami s ([Wie hert 1899℄).

17 6. Mathematis he Behandlung der Axiome der Physik. Dur h die Untersu hungen
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The formulation of the sixth problem might suggest that Hilbert rather
spe i ally had in mind just the kind of logi al analysis of basi

assump-

tions, derived theorems, and their mutual interdependen e whi h led to the
axiomati

understanding of Eu lidean geometry.

His notes on me hani s

show, indeed, that Hilbert fo ussed on su h logi al elements, for instan e
when he expli itly noted from the literature that not only do Kepler's laws
follow from Newton's law, but that some
Namely, that if in the eld of a

onverse assertion is also true.

entral for e all motions are

oni

se tions or,

alternatively, all bounded motions are losed, the for e an only be the New2
tonian 1/r or the harmoni for e ∝ r . Hen e, to some extent, Newton's law

18

onversely follows from Kepler's rst law plus some additional assumptions.

19

Another su h example is taken from Boltzmann's me hani s from 1897.
There Boltzmann

ompares Gauss's dynami al prin iple of least a tion to

the prin iple of virtual displa ements by looking at the motion of a material
point

onstrained to the

onvex side of a paraboli

prin iple allows the determination of the

surfa e. While Gauss's

onditions when the point leaves

the surfa e, the prin iple of virtual displa ements fails to do so. In the latter
ase, additional assumptions have to be made.
These examples might suggest that Hilbert, in 1900, quite spe i ally had
in mind a ree tion on the re eived knowledge of

lassi al point me hani s

aiming at the identi ation of possible pre ise formulations of its dynamial prin iples and their derivable

onsequen es. There is, however, another

dimension to Hilbert's program for the axiomati

understanding of physi s.

Hilbert, indeed, gives some further explanation of what he had in mind. He
mentions a number of important investigations by physi ists on the foundations of me hani s, namely the writings by Ma h, Hertz, Boltzmann, and
Volkmann.

20

Hilbert had studied Boltzmann's me hani s quite

losely. He

wrote:
It is therefore very desirable that the dis ussion of the foundations
über die Grundlagen der Geometrie wird uns die Aufgabe nahegelegt, na h diesem Vorbilde diejenigen physikalis hen Disziplinen axiomatis h zu behandeln, in denen s hon heute
die Mathematik eine hervorragende Rolle spielt: dies sind in erster Linie die Wahrs heinli hkeitsre hnung und die Me hanik. [Hilbert 1900, p. 272℄, translation, slightly adapted,

from [Hilbert 1901/02, p. 454℄.

18 SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 553, pp. 27f.
19 Ibid., p. 86. The example is taken from [Boltzmann 1897, pp. 223225℄.
20 [Hilbert 1900, p. 272℄, [Hilbert 1901/02, p. 454℄. The referen es are to [Ma h 1889℄,

[Hertz 1894℄, [Boltzmann 1897℄, and [Volkmann 1900℄.
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of me hani s be taken up by mathemati ians also. Thus Boltzmann's work on the prin iples of me hani s suggests the problem
of developing mathemati ally the limiting pro esses, there merely
indi ated, whi h lead from the atomisti
tion of

view to the laws of mo-

ontinua. Conversely one might try to derive the laws of

the motion of rigid bodies by a limiting pro ess from a system of
axioms depending upon the idea of
tions of a material lling all spa e

ontinuously varying

ontinuously, these

ondi-

onditions

being dened by parameters. For the question as to the equivalen e of dierent systems of axioms is always of great theoreti al

21

interest.

The spe i ation of the vague term mathemati al treatment or axiomati
treatment is given here by referring to the problem of a pre ise and rigorous
mathemati al formulation of the transition between dis rete, atomisti
eptions and

ontinuum me hani s. The important point is Hilbert's

with a proper mathemati al formulation of

on-

on ern

ontinuum me hani s.

In his early le tures, Hilbert always introdu ed a tripartite division of
me hani s: the me hani s of a single mass point, the me hani s of systems
of a nite number of mass points, and the me hani s of innitely many mass

22

points.
into

In Hilbert's understanding, the third part in itself was divided

ontinuum me hani s whi h did not only

omprise elasti ity theory and

hydrodynami s but also the investigation of the motion of those uids whi h
do not have all the properties of matter, su h as ele tri and magneti uids,
ether, and the motion of energy and entropy.

The me hani s of innitely

many mass points, on the other hand, also in luded mole ular physi s, kineti
theory, the theory of ions and ele trons as well as

hemistry in general.

23

21 [...℄; es ist daher sehr wüns henswert, wenn au h von den Mathematikern die
Erörterung der Grundlagen der Me hanik aufgenommen würde.

So regt uns beispiel-

sweise das Boltzmanns he Bu h über die Prinzipe der Me hanik an, die dort angedeuteten
Grenzpro esse, die von der atomistis hen Auassung zu den Gesetzen über die Bewegung
der Continua führen, streng mathematis h zu begründen und dur hzuführen. Umgekehrt
könnte man die Gesetze über die Bewegung starrer Körper dur h Grenzprozesse aus einem
System von Axiomen abzuleiten su hen, die auf der Vorstellung von stetig veränderli hen,
dur h Parameter zu denierenden Zuständen eines den ganzen Raum stetig erfüllenden
Stoes beruhen  ist do h die Frage na h der Glei hbere htigung vers hiedener Axiomensysteme stets von hohem prinzipiellen Interesse. ibid.

22 See, e.g., SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 553, p. 7.

23 See Hilbert's rst le ture

ourse on Continuum Me hani s from winter 1902/03 and

8

A de ision on the question whether matter ultimately
or whether it is some

onsists of atoms

ontinuously extended substan e is avoided.

One of

the major sour es of Hilbert's knowledge of me hani s, however, Kir hho 's
textbook from 1876, deals extensively with a
the expli it assumption that matter lls spa e
do.

24

ontinuum me hani s under
ontinuously, as it appears to

The me hani s of innitely many mass points (be it in its
version or in its dis rete, atomisti

version), in any

ase,

ontinuum

omprises all of

physi s. The sixth problem, therefore, in some sense simply formulates the
task of mathematizing physi s and of making it just one more bran h of
mathemati s.
Put this way, the Paris problem may seem preposterously ambitious. Not
ne essarily so for Hilbert. He had solved some longstanding mathemati al
problems by bringing together hitherto unrelated bran hes of mathemati s.
His proof of the nite basis theorem had put an abrupt end to de ades of
a tive mathemati al resear h in invariant theory by solving a

entral problem

on a higher level of abstra tion, and a similar breakthrough was a hieved by
his monumental

Zahlberi ht

whi h systematized and summarized nineteenth-

entury knowledge in number theory.

25

And, in the

on luding passage of

his Paris le ture, Hilbert expli itly expressed a rm belief in the unity of the
mathemati al s ien es.
Mathemati al s ien e is in my opinion an indivisible whole, an
organism whose vitality is
parts.

onditioned upon the

onne tion of its

For with all the variety of mathemati al knowledge, we

are still

learly

ons ious of the similarity of the logi al devi es,

the relationship of the ideas in mathemati s as a whole and the

26

numerous analogies in its dierent departments.

summer 1903 as do umented by an Ausarbeitung by Berkowski kept at the Library of the
Mathemati s Institute of Göttingen University, p. 2; see also SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 553,
pp. 145147.

24 wie sie es zu thun s heint [Kir hho 1877, p. III℄. Hilbert's ex erpts from Kir hho

are kept in SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 516.

25 See [Blumenthal 1935℄ and [Weyl 1944℄ for a dis ussion of Hilbert's mathemati al

a hievements.

26 [...℄; die mathematis he Wissens haft ist meiner Ansi ht na h ein unteilbares Ganze,

ein Organismus, dessen Lebensfähigkeit dur h den Zusammenhang seiner Teile bedingt
wird.

Denn bei aller Vers hiedenheit des mathematis hen Wissensstoes im einzel-

nen gewahren wir do h sehr deutli h die Glei hheit der logis hen Hilfsmittel, die Ver-

9

Regarding the advan ement of mathemati al physi s, Hilbert believed that
the mathemati ian's task was the deliberate appli ation of advan ed and
sophisti ated mathemati al methods and

on epts. In his Paris le ture, he

mentioned Lie's theory of innite transformation groups as a possible means

27

for systemati ally distinguishing systems of axioms for physi s.
believed that the

He also

al ulus of variations was indeed just su h a powerful,

logi al devi e and that it

ould be utilized for a mathemati ally pre ise

formulation of me hani s, in parti ular for

28

ontinuous systems.

Another

eld of mathemati al expertise relevant for the advan ement of mathemati al
physi s was, of

ourse, the theory of both ordinary and partial dierential

equations.
So mu h for Hilbert's programmati
emati al physi s.

ervereinigung

formulation of 20th

He was 38 and president of the

entury math-

Deuts he Mathematik-

when he delivered his address at the International Congress of

some two hundred mathemati ians from all over the world, an address whi h
would establish his role as the Generaldire tor of mathemati al s ien e,
as Minkowski put it in an enthusiasti

29

letter to Hilbert.

(Einstein, at the

time of Hilbert's Paris spee h, was 21 years of age and was just spending a
few days of va ation with his mother and sister in the Swiss resort village of
Mel htal after having passed the oral examinations for his ETH Diplom as
Fa hlehrer in mathematis her Ri htung.

2

30

)

Prehistory

Hilbert, at that time, was a well-known if not yet world-famous mathematiian. In his ve years as professor in Göttingen Hilbert had already had a
rst o

asion to de line a

all to the university of Leipzig. Another su h o

sion soon followed when Hilbert was oered the prestigious

31

Fu hs at Berlin University.

ing the Prussian ministry to

Again he de lined, but he su

a-

hair of Lazarus

eeded in

onvin -

reate an extra professorship for mathemati s

wandts haft der Ideenbildungen in der ganzen Mathematik und die zahlrei hen Analogien
in ihren vers hiedenen Wissensgebieten. [Hilbert 1900, p. 297℄, [Hilbert 1901/02, p. 478℄.

27 [Hilbert 1900, p. 273℄, [Hilbert 1901/02, p. 454℄.

28 For a dis ussion of Hilbert's work in the
also [Blum 1994℄.

29 [Minkowski 1973, p. 130℄.

30 CPAE1, Do s. 6871.
31 [Blumenthal 1935, pp. 401, 406f℄.
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al ulus of variations, see [Thiele 1997℄; see

whi h would allow him to get Minkowski to
worked and Minkowski

ome to Göttingen.

His plan

ame in 1902; and this is also the time, biographi-

ally, when Hilbert again started to work on physi s. He begins with a twosemester

ourse on

ontinuum me hani s. In the following semester Hilbert

and Minkowski also gave a joint seminar on the general problem of the mehani al stability of

ontinuous systems. In this

ontext, Hilbert also started

to do resear h, as witnessed by a talk to the Naturfors herversammlung in
Kassel in 1903. The talk was On Me hani s of Continua and dealt with

32

the problem of the me hani al stability of a liquid in a vessel.

2.1 The period 19021915
Notwithstanding Hilbert's early resear h work on
notwithstanding a series of le ture

ontinuum me hani s, and

ourses and joint seminars on the mathe-

mati al problems of me hani s, ele tromagnetism and other elds of physi s,
Göttingen mathemati al physi s, as far as Hilbert was

on erned, was a task

pursued predominantly by Minkowski. Hilbert in these years was working on
his theory of integral equations. After all, the axiomatization of physi s was
just one problem among 22 others on his list.
At that time, Göttingen was a stronghold of the so- alled ele tromagneti
world view.

33

In 1902 and 1903, the Göttingen theoreti ian Max Abraham

had published programmati

papers on the dynami s of the ele tron.

had shown that the inertial mass of the ele tron may

ompletely be a

34

He

ounted

for on the basis of Maxwellian ele tromagnetism.
Assuming that the ele tron is a small rigid sphere with uniform
distribution, Abraham had

omputed the work to be done in

energy and momentum of the ele tron's self-eld when it is a

harge

hanging the
elerated by

an external eld. Given that the ele tron was regarded as the ultimate
stituent of matter Abraham's result opened up the perspe tive of a
plete reinterpretation of the

onom-

on epts of Newtonian me hani s in terms of

32 SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 593. The problem of the talk was how to ontrol mathemati ally
the innitely many degrees of freedom if you investigate the stability of the liquid by
looking at small deviations of its

enter of mass from its equilibrium position given that

neither the shape of the surfa e nor its boundary

onditions are xed.

33 See [Jungni kel and M Corma h 1986℄, pp. 227245, for a dis ussion of the ele tro-

magneti

worldview in the setting of Germany's theoreti al physi s at the turn of the

entury.

34 [Abraham 1902a℄, [Abraham 1902b℄, [Abraham 1903℄; for a histori al dis ussion of

Abraham's ele tron theory, see [Goldberg 1977℄.

11

Maxwellian ele trodynami s and the foundation of physi s on the basis of
Maxwell's ele tromagneti

eld theory. Moreover, in doing the

al ulations,

Abraham had obtained an expression for the inertial mass of the ele tron
whi h turned out to depend on the ele tron's velo ity.

And these results

seemed to be in good agreement with experimental data obtained by the Göttingen experimental physi ist Kaufmann on beta and

35

athode rays.

This

onrmation of Abraham's theory was  ertainly one of the most important
results of modern physi s, as Lorentz observed in 1909.

36

Minkowski's subsequent role in the dis ussions of urrent theoreti al problems in ele trodynami s and his work on spe ial relativity and four-dimensional
ele trodynami s

37

may have helped to ee t a reorientation of Hilbert's global

perspe tive on physi s. Hilbert, too, gradually hanged from his predominant
on ern with a mathemati ally sound formulation of
to an ele tromagneti

ontinuum me hani s

world view, whi h assigned some

to the theoreti al understanding of the ele tron.

38

ru ial importan e

After Minkowski's death

39

and Born's work on the rigid body problem in spe ial relativity,
of Hilbert's students, Eri h He ke and Wilhelm Behrens, who
work out details of spe ial-relativisti

it was two

ontinued to

ele tron dynami s on the basis of the

40

Abraham-Born theory of the rigid spheri al ele tron.

During this time, however, Hilbert himself worked predominantly on
mathemati al problems, a major one being his theory of linear integral equations. A de isive turn in Hilbert's resear h interests o

urred in 1912, when

he had just nished a major monograph on this subje t, summarizing the
results and fruits of his resear h of the previous eight years in a systemati

41

exposition.

Working on the nal

hapters of his book, he

onsidered appli-

ations of his theory for physi s and dis overed that it may provide a means
of

larifying the foundations of kineti

that it also

gas theory, and shortly later found

ould be applied to radiation theory. These insights

old dreams of mathematizing physi s to life again.

alled his

From now on, Hilbert

devoted his time during the next few years almost ex lusively to mathemat35 [Kaufmann 1902℄.
36 [Lorentz 1909, p. 43℄.

37 For re ent histori al dis ussions of Minkowski's work in relativity, see [Corry 1997a℄
and [Walter 1998℄.

38 Cp. the dis ussion in [Corry 1998℄.

39 [Born 1909a℄, [Born 1909b℄ [Born 1909 ℄, [Born 1910℄.
40 [Behrens and He ke 1912℄.

41 [Hilbert 1912℄.
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i al physi s and after more than three years, in the fall of November 1915
his eorts promised to result in a major breakthrough, perhaps
ble to his a hievements in invariant theory or geometry:
a novel ele tromagneti

theory of the ele tron put forward in 1912 by the

Greifswald physi ist Gustav Mie
emati al framework as another

ould be in orporated into the same mathompletely novel theory of the gravitational

eld published just re ently by the young and rather
Albert Einstein.

ompara-

he realized that

This would give Hilbert the

reative theoreti ian

han e of putting forward a

unied mathemati al des ription of both the gravitational and ele tromagneti

elds and, at the same time, a framework to

ompute the dynami s of

the ele tron and possibly to explain the quantum features of the Bohr atom.
Hilbert's and Klein's s ien e poli y of systemati ally a quainting themselves and their fellow Göttingen mathemati ians with the most re ent resear h had paid o handsomely. Mie's theory was published in three install-

42

ments in 1912.

But even before the last

ommuni ation was issued, Max

43

Born gave a report on this theory to the Göttingen mathemati al so iety.
Born himself

ontinued to work on Mie's theory, reinterpreting it in terms of

Minkowski's four-dimensional formulation and working out formal relations
to spe ial-relativisti

elasti ity theory. He gave another talk on Mie's theory

44

and on some of his own work a year later in late 1913.

At that time, a

Entwurf einer
verallgemeinerten Relativitätstheorie und einer Theorie der Gravitation was
report on Einstein's and Grossmann's just re ently published

45

given as well.

Einstein's theory with its strange mathemati al intri a ies

must have indu ed Hilbert to try again to invite Einstein to Göttingen to
learn about this theory at rst hand. In summer 1915 he su
the rst week of July Einstein gave a

eeded, and in

ourse of six Wolfskehl le tures on his

42 [Mie 1912a℄, [Mie 1912b℄, [Mie 1913℄. For dis ussions of Mie's theory, see [Pauli 1921,
pp. 754759℄, [Vizgin 1994, pp. 2638℄.

43 Born's report on the works by Mie on the theory of matter was given on De ember

17 (JDM 22 (1913), p. 27), [Mie 1913℄ was issued on De ember 31, 1912.

44 Born gave a report on Mie's theory of matter to the Göttingen Mathemati al So iety

on November 25, and le tured on some of his own work,  arried out in
Mie's theory of matter, on De ember 16 (JDM 22 (1913), p. 207).

onne tion with
[Born 1914℄ was

presented to the Göttingen A ademy by Hilbert on De ember 20, 1913. Hilbert had also
asked for oprints of Mie's papers in the fall of 1913, see Mie to Hilbert, 22 O tober 1913,
SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 254/1.

45 [Einstein and Grossmann 1913℄ was published in June 1913 (CPAE4, p. 340); a report

on the work by Einstein and Grossmann on gravitation theory was given to the Göttingen
Mathemati al So iety on De ember 9, 1913 (JDM 22 (1913), p. 207).
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46

general theory of relativity.

Hilbert and Einstein were enthusiasti

ea h other on this their rst en ounter.

47

about

At the end of the summer term,

Hilbert was left with a number of rather interesting but intri ate papers on
mathemati al physi s whi h

alled for

ompetent mathemati al analysis. He

would soon nd not only ex iting analogies and

onne tions between those

two theories but also pinpoint aws in Einstein's rather pedestrian way of
dealing with the mathemati s of his gravitation theory.

2.2 Mid-July to Mid-November 1915
Unfortunately, very little is known about Hilbert's whereabouts and intelle tual preo

upations in the late summer and fall of 1915 after Einstein's visit.

One of the last do uments from this summer is a letter to S hwarzs hild,
dated 17 July. In this letter Hilbert wrote
We had a lot of s ienti business here during the two war semesters.
Almost all mathemati s and physi s le turers in l. Voigt and
Tammann parti ipate in my seminar; the main instigator is, of
ourse, Debye. During the summer we had as guests one after the
other: Sommerfeld, Born, Einstein. In parti ular, the le tures of

48

the latter on gravitation theory were memorable.

Four days later, a meeting in preparation for Emmy Noether's habilitation
was held in Göttingen, and it is known that Hilbert, the most fervent propo46 GM 1916, p. 13. Leo Corry rst found notes on a part of Einstein's le tures taken by
an unknown auditor and preserved in the Hilbert ar hives (SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 724).
These notes have meanwhile been published as Appendix B to CPAE6, pp. 586590. On
June 29, 1915, Einstein le tured on gravitation at the Göttingen Mathemati al So iety
(JDM 24 (1915), p. 68).

47 For Einstein's rea tion to Hilbert, see Einstein to Zangger, 7 July 1915, CPAE8,

Do . 94; Einstein to Sommerfeld, July 15, 1915 ([Hermann 1968, p. 30℄) CPAE8, Do . 96;
Einstein to W. and G. de Haas, August 1915 ([Pais 1982, p. 259℄) CPAE8, Do . 110. For
Hilbert's rea tion, see the quotes given below.

48 Wir haben hier während der beiden Kriegssemester vielen wissens haftli hen Betrieb

gehabt.

An meinem Seminar nehmen fast alle math. u. phys. Dozenten in l. Voigt u.

Tammann teil; der Hauptma her ist natürli h Debye. Während des Sommers hatten wir
hier zu Gast der Reihe na h: Sommerfeld, Born, Einstein.
letzteren über Gravitationsth. waren ein Ereigniss.
1915, SUB Cod. Ms. S hwarzs hild 331/7.
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Besonders die Vorträge des

Hilbert to S hwarzs hild, July 17,

49

nent and advo ate of Noether's habilitation, attended.

Hilbert's presen e

was also needed sin e the aair was more than routine a ademi

business.

It would set a pre edent and implied breaking a de ree issued in 1908 by
the Prussian ministry against the habilitation of women at Prussian univer-

50

sities.

After this July meeting it is not known what Hilbert did or where

he was.
Then there is a post ard from Hilbert's student Ri hard Bär who later
worked out Hilbert's relativity le tures, dated August 17, 1915.

51

Bär had

visited Hilbert in Switzerland and the two sent greetings to Hilbert's wife
who had remained in Göttingen.
Six years later, Felix Klein reports in a letter to Pauli that Hilbert had the
de isive insight (die ents heidende Gedankenwendung) in the fall of 1915 in

52

Rügen, and adds that Sommerfeld should know more about this.
re olle tion is

Klein's

orroborated by a letter from Eri h He ke to Hilbert, dated 16

O tober, in whi h he thanks him for a post ard von Rügen aus.

53

While it

is thus probable that Hilbert did spend some time during the fall of 1915 on
Rügen, we don't know exa tly when.

54

The next thing we know about Hilbert is that he spent a week in Muni h
in mid-O tober.

On his way ba k, he met S hwarzs hild's mother in the

train, and took the o

asion to write a post ard to S hwarzs hild, dated

O t. 23:
Dear S[ hwarzs hild℄.
Just as we were

oming ba k from an eight-day visit to Muni h

we met your mother in the train.During the summer semester
we had many s ienti

guests in Göttingen, among them also

49 [Tollmien 1991, p. 15℄. Tollmien gives a detailed histori al a

ount of Emmy Noether's

habilitation with extensive quotes of the extant ar hival do uments.

50 As it turned out this rst attempt eventually failed. Emmy Noether's habilitation

was only a hieved in Göttingen in 1919 after the end of the war and after the German
November revolution, see [Tollmien 1991℄.

51 SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 772/1.
52 Klein to Pauli, 8 Mai 1921, [Pauli 1979, p. 31℄.
53 SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 141/5.

54 The question may be relevant be ause Einstein also spent a ouple of weeks in Rügen

in the se ond half of July, i.e., after he gave his talks in Göttingen.
slight

There is hen e a

han e that Hilbert was in Rügen at the same time as Einstein and that the two

ontinued their dis ussion there. However, as far as I know there is no further indi ation
in the

orresponden e that would

orroborate this surmise.

15

Einstein, [whi h℄ was highly interesting. The astronomi al Freundli h was with us as well. The astronomers, I think, must now
leave everything else aside and only try to verify or refute Einstein's gravitation law!

55

Yours sin erely.

With his return to Göttingen, a rather busy time began for Hilbert with
the daily routine of the winter term. A rst A ademy meeting whi h always

56

took pla e on Saturdays was held on O tober 23.

Then he had to give his

le tures: Mondays he le tured for two hours on dierential equations and
gave a two-hour seminar on the stru ture of matter in the afternoon together

57

with Debye.

On Monday evenings he attended the physi s

58

olloquium.

Tuesdays meetings of the Göttingen Mathemati al So iety were held.

59

On

Thursday mornings another two hours of le tures on dierential equations
were s heduled, and in the afternoon there were the weekly hikes of Hilbert,
Klein and Runge where s ien e poli y matters had to be dis ussed.
On the following Friday, O tober 29, a

60

ommission meeting

on ern-

ing the habilitation of Emmy Noether took pla e. Another meeting of the
Mathemati s-Physi s Department was s heduled for the following week, on
Saturday, November 6. On Tuesday, November 9, Emmy Noether gave a talk

61

on trans endental numbers to the Göttingen mathemati al so iety.

On the

day after that, the Histori al-Philosophi al Department dis ussed Noether's
55 Lieber S[ hwarzs hild℄. Eben von einem 8tägigen Ausug von Mün hen kommend,
treen wir Ihre Frau Mutter im Zuge.Im Sommersemester haben wir in Göttingen viele
wissens haftli he Gäste gehabt, darunter au h Einstein, war ho hinteressant. Au h der
astronomis he Freundli h war bei uns.

Die Astronomen, meine i h, müssen nun Alles

liegen lassen u. nur darna h tra hten das Einsteins he Gravitationsgesetz zu bestätigen
oder widerlegen!

Haben Sie herzli hste Grüÿe.

Hilbert to S hwarzs hild, O tober 23,

1915, SUB Cod. Ms. S hwarzs hild 331/6; see also Pringsheim to Hilbert, 25 O tober
1915, SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 318/6.

56 GAA Chron 2.1, Vol. 6, 410.

57 [Verzei hnis 1915, pp. 14, 17℄. An

Ausarbeitung of his le ture

ourse on dierential

equations is kept at the Mathemati s Institute of Göttingen University.

58 See Hilbert to Einstein, 13 November 1915, CPAE8, Do . 140.
59 The meetings started on November 2 with a session on Ferienberi hte, JDM 24

(1915), p. 111.

60 See, e.g., [Hilbert 1909, p. 101℄, [Blumenthal 1935, p. 407℄, [Runge 1949, p. 123℄.

61 JDM 24 (1915), p. 111, [Di k 1970, p. 14℄. Di k quotes a letter by Emmy Noether to
Fis her: Das hat si h sogar der hiesige Geograph angehört, für den es ein biÿ hen sehr
abstrakt war; die Fakultät will si h in ihrer Sitzung von den Mathematikern keine Katze
im Sa k verkaufen lassen. ibid.
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petition for habilitation; these

olleagues were parti ularly

onservative.

62

Despite all these matters to be seen of, Hilbert still tried to work out the
impli ations of his ents heidende Gedankenwendung, as Klein had
it, implying generally
the ele tromagneti

alled

ovariant eld equations for the gravitational and for

elds, some mathemati al relations between these eld

equations, a dis ussion of the energy theorem in this framework, and the
prospe t of nding a solution to the non-linear generalized Maxwell equations that would

orre tly des ribe the ele tron. However, on the previous

weekend Hilbert had re eived an alarming letter from Einstein, who had sent

63

him the proofs of his rst November

ommuni ation,

Einstein's return to general

and also presented a modied set of

ovarian e

64

whi h introdu ed

gravitational eld equations that, however, were not yet generally

ovariant.

Einstein wrote:
With the same mail I am sending you the proofs of a paper in
whi h I modied the gravitation equations after I myself had
realized some four weeks ago that my former proof was awed.
Colleague Sommerfeld wrote to me that you also found a hair in
my soup whi h made it unpalatable to you. I am
you will

65

urious whether

ome to like this new solution.

Hilbert responded with a friendly letter, now lost.

But matters got worse

on the following weekend when he re eived a se ond letter from Einstein
in whi h Einstein reported further progress on a hieving general
in his theory of gravitation.

67

A ademy,

In his se ond

ovarian e

ommuni ation to the Berlin

Einstein now had published generally

using the Ri

66

ovariant eld equations

i tensor but at the pri e of assuming that the tra e of the

62 [Tollmien 1991℄, p. note 49.
63 [Einstein 1915b℄.

64 There is an extensive literature on Einstein's path towards General Relativity,

see, in parti ular the

lassi al a

ounts of [Sta hel 1980℄ and [Norton 1984℄.

[Renn and Sauer 1998℄ and the referen es

See also

ited therein.

65 Mit glei her Post sende i h Ihnen die Korrektur einer Arbeit, in der i h die

Gravitationsglei hungen abgeändert habe, na hdem i h selbst vor etwa 4 Wo hen erkannt
hatte, dass mein bisheriges Beweisverfahren ein trügeris hes war.

Kollege Sommerfeld

s hrieb mir, dass au h Sie in meiner Suppe ein Haar gefunden haben, das sie Ihnen vollkommen verleidete. I h bin neugierig, ob Sie si h mit dieser neuen Lösung befreunden
werden. Einstein to Hilbert, 7 November 1915, CPAE8, Do . 136.

66 Einstein to Hilbert, 12 November 1915, CPAE8, Do . 139.

67 [Einstein 1915 ℄.
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energy-momentum tensor vanish as it does for the ele tromagneti
momentum tensor.

In his letter Einstein alluded to this

energy-

onsequen e by

pointing out that, by this hypothesis, gravitation must play a fundamental
role in the

onstitution of matter.

But this tou hed on what Hilbert saw as his own original insight. Alarmed,
Hilbert de ided to take a tion. He announ ed a le ture on the fundamental equations of physi s in the Göttingen Mathemati al So iety where he
wanted to present his own re ent investigations.

68

He

alled Emmy Noether

for assistan e. She wrote to Fis her in Erlangen
Invariant theory here is now trump; even [Paul℄ Hertz, the physiist, studies Gordan-Kers hensteiner; Hilbert wants to talk next
week about his Einsteinian dierential invariants, and so the Göt-

69

tingers must get up to speed.

And on Saturday, November 13, he sent two post ards to Einstein asking him
to ome to his le ture on the following Tuesday, November 16, or better still to
the physi s

70

house.

olloquium on Monday evening, inviting him to stay at Hilbert's

Einstein de lined.

71

He was, in fa t, just then working out what

proved to be perhaps his greatest breakthrough, the

orre t

omputation of

the perihelion advan e of Mer ury on the basis of his new eld equations.
So Hilbert had to report his ndings in

orresponden e to Einstein, un-

fortunately lost. He probably sent Einstein the manus ript of his le ture to
the Göttingen Mathemati al So iety, or a summary of its main points.
he realized that he did not have any more time to

72

But

arefully work out the

68 JDM 24 (1915), p. 111: Dritte Sitzung am 16. November. Hilbert, Grundglei hungen
der Physik.

69 Invariantentheorie ist jetzt hier Trumpf; sogar der Physiker [Paul℄ Hertz studiert

Gordan-Kers hensteiner; Hilbert will nä hste Wo he über seine Einsteins hen Dierentialinvarianten vortragen, und da müssen die Göttinger do h etwas können. [Di k 1970,
p. 14℄.

Unfortunately, Di k does not give a sour e for this letter and dates it only

unspe i ally to November 1915.

The textbook on invariant theory referred to is

[Kers hensteiner 1885℄, [Kers hensteiner 1887℄. In summer 1915 Hertz

orresponded with

Einstein about the latter's hole argument; see [Howard and Norton 1993℄, for a dis ussion
of this

orresponden e.

70 Hilbert to Einstein, 13 November 1915, CPAE8, Do . 140.
71 Einstein to Hilbert, 15 November 1915, CPAE8, Do . 144.
72 In his letter of November 18, Einstein responded to this lost pie e of orresponden e,

that, as far as Einstein

ould tell, Hilbert's system was equivalent to the one he, Einstein,

had found in the pre eding weeks and presented to the Berlin A ademy (Einstein to
Hilbert, 18 November 1915, CPAE8, Do . 148).
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onsequen es of his own theory as he had hoped to do, in parti ular that he
would not su
The next o

eed in obtaining a solution to the ele tron problem in time.

asion for presenting a ommuni ation to the Göttingen A ademy

was Saturday, November 20, but Hilbert had already sent his manus ript on
the fundamental equations of physi s to the printer a day ahead, on Novem-

73

ber 19, a rather unusual irregularity in the A ademy's pro eedings.

And he

must have been glad he did, sin e on that day he re eived noti e from Einstein that he had su
To that Hilbert

eeded in

al ulating the

74

orre t perihelion advan e.

ould only respond with a herzli he Gratulation, and the

remark
If I

ould do the

al ulations as rapidly as you, the ele tron would

have to surrender and the hydrogen atom would have to produ e
a letter from home ex using it from not radiating.

3

75

The proofs and the published paper

Hilbert's note was published under the title The Foundations of Physi s
(First Communi ation) in the last issue of the 1915 volume of the

Na hri hten

73 The invitation for the meeting of 20 November was issued on November 15 and was,
as always,
any

ir ulated among the members to

onrm their parti ipation and announ e

ommuni ations they intended to present at the meeting. Into this invitation, Hilbert

wrote: Hilbert legt vor in die Na hri hten: Grundglei hungen der Physik. (GAA Chron
2.1, Vol. 6, 411).

For ea h

ommuni ation to the Na hri hten, the Journal für die

`Na hri hten' der Gesells haft der Wissens haften in Göttingen, (GAA S ient 66, Nr. 2),
lists author and title of the paper, the member of the A ademy who presented it for publi ation, and the date of presentation. In addition, there are
Dru k),  orre tion (Korrektur), and an untitled

olumns To the printer (Zum

olumn whi h has the information

about the issue in whi h the arti le was nally published. For Hilbert's

ommuni ation,

entry Nr. 730 of the Journal, the title Die Grundglei hungen der Physik (Erste Mitteilung) was later
period

orre ted to Die Grundlagen der Physik (Erste Mitteilung).

In the

overed by the Journal, 19121935, there were eight items out of several hundred

whi h were given to the printer before being presented to the A ademy.

74 Einstein to Hilbert, 18 November 1915, CPAE8, Do . 148.

had presented his third

On that day Einstein

ommuni ation ([Einstein 1915d℄) to the Berlin A ademy.

See

[Earman and Janssen 1993℄ and CPAE4, pp. 344359, for a dis ussion of Einstein's paper on the perihelion advan e of Mer ury and for a re onstru tion of the rapidity of his
al ulations.

75 Wenn i h so ras h re hnen könnte, wie Sie, müsste bei meinen Glei hg das Elektron

kapituliren und zuglei h das Wasserstoatom sein Ents huldigungszettel aufzeigen, warum
es ni ht strahlt. Hilbert to Einstein, 19 November 1915, CPAE8, Do . 149.
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76

of the Göttingen A ademy of S ien es.

As mentioned above, attention has

77

re ently been drawn to a rst set of proofs for this note.

This rst set

bears a printer's stamp of De ember 6 and displays substantial dieren es
from the published version, in parti ular with regard to the dis ussion of the
on ept of energy and the
a

ovarian e of the theory. In

ontrast to standard

ounts of the history of General Relativity it was pointed out that, in this

rst version, Hilbert still believed in Einstein's argument for the ne essity of
distinguishing between what Hilbert

alled world parameters and spa e-time

oordinates, i.e., the ne essity of introdu ing the so- alled adapted
systems of Einstein's
of the theory.

Entwurf

theory, whi h restri t the general

oordinate
ovarian e

Corry, Renn, and Sta hel, in parti ular, emphasize the fa t

that the proofs do not yet

ontain the expli it form of the gravitational eld

equations in terms of the Ri

i tensor and the Riemann

urvature s alar.

Despite these important dieren es, however, there are also a number
of

hara teristi

features of Hilbert's theory as presented in the published

version that are already found in the proofs. For a re onstru tion of Hilbert's
76 Die Grundlagen der Physik (Erste Mitteilung) [Hilbert 1915℄. The published version
was issued on 31 Mar h 1916 ([Corry, Renn and Sta hel 1997, p. 1271℄) but apparently
Hilbert had re eived oprints or proofs of the nal version by mid-February 1916 whi h
he sent to various

olleagues, see, e.g., P. Hertz to Hilbert, 17 February 1916, SUB Cod.

Ms. Hilbert 150/2, L. Königsberger to Hilbert, 20 February 1916, SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert
187/13, G. Mie to Hilbert, 13 February 1916, SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 254/2. These oprints,
however, apparently did not yet bear the pagination of the published version but had page
numbers 1., see Hilbert to S hwarzs hild, 26 February 1916, SUB Cod. Ms. S hwarzs hild
331/8. [Klein 1917℄ als refers to page numbers 1. The page referen es in Klein's note were
updated to the page numbers 395. in the reprint of his Colle ted Papers. [Einstein 1916a,
p. 810℄ referred to a p. 3 of Hilbert's note.

77 [Corry, Renn and Sta hel 1997℄. The proofs are preserved in SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert

634 (in the following referred to as proofs).
pagination.

Pages are printed on both sides.

They

onsist of 13 pages of

onse utive

Pp. 1/2, [7/8℄, and 13 are on a single

sheets, pp. 3/4 and 5/6 as well as pp. 9/10 and 11/12 are on folded signature sheets.
From the single sheet whi h

ontains pp. [7/8℄ a pie e was

ut o from the top su h that

approximately 10 lines are missing on the top of these pages in luding the page numbers.
Pp. 1, 9, and 13 display a printer's stamp by the Dieteri hs he Univ.-Bu hdru kerei
W. Fr. Kaestner Göttingen with the date of De ember 6, 1915. On the top of p. 1 Hilbert
added in dark ink Erste Korrektur meiner ersten Note. Underneath these words, some
words had been written whi h were later erased. The pages

ontain some

orre tion marks

but also some marks in pen il whi h were later erased as well. On the top right

orners of

pp. 1, 3, and 7, Roman numbers I, II, III were added in ink. It is apparently these three
sheets whi h Hilbert sent to Klein in Mar h 1918, see Hilbert to Klein, Mar h 7, 1918
([Hilbert and Klein 1985, p. 144℄).
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part in this episode, it seems worthwhile to point out these

hara teristi s

here as well.
For one, Hilbert did not introdu e any

hanges in the

of his paper, whi h distin tly e ho his programmati

on luding remarks
on ern of the 1900

Paris problems. Summarizing the main points of his note, Hilbert

on luded

that
the possibility draws near that physi s will be ome, in prin iple,
a s ien e of the same kind as geometry:
ni ent glory of the axiomati

ertainly the most mag-

method, whi h here, as we see,

takes into its servi e the most powerful devi es of analysis, i.e.,

78

the

al ulus of variations and invariant theory.

The emphasis of this
muni ation as a
axiomati

on luding passage suggests that Hilbert saw his

om-

ulmination of his work in physi s along his program of an

treatment of physi s.

Using advan ed and sophisti ated mathe-

mati al te hniques, his aim was to promote theoreti al physi s to that mathematized and axiomatized state that geometry had already rea hed. Hilbert's
note, as he

laimed, represented a major a hievement in this endeavour.

3.1 The gravitational eld equations
Hilbert's emphasis on the role of invariant theory and the

al ulus of varia-

tions points to a feature of his theory whi h distinguishes it from Einstein's

Entwurf

theory and whi h is also already found in the proofs. In the

theory, as expounded in [Einstein 1914℄, Einstein gave a

on ise and indepen-

dent introdu tion to the mathemati s of the absolute dierential
of Ri

Entwurf
al ulus

i and Levi-Civita in a spe ial se tion headed From the Theory of Co-

variants.

79

But while the

on epts of this se tion do provide a framework for

the formulation of a theory whi h is generally
respe t to arbitrary

ovariant, i.e.,

ovariant with

oordinate transformations, gravitational eld equations

whi h manifestly are not generally

ovariant were derived from a variational

78 [...℄ die Mögli hkeit naherü kt, daÿ aus der Physik im Prinzip eine Wissens haft von
der Art der Geometrie werde: gewiÿ der herrli hste Ruhm der axiomatis hen Methode,
die hier wie wir sehen die mä htigsten Instrumente der Analysis, nämli h die Variationsre hnung und Invariantentheorie, in ihre Dienste nimmt.

Proofs, p. 13, [Hilbert 1915,

p. 407℄.

79 Aus der Theorie der Kovarianten. [Einstein 1914, pp. 10341054℄. For a dis ussion

of the histori al ba kground and

ontext of Einstein's mathemati s, see [Rei h 1994℄.
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prin iple in se tion D of that paper by introdu ing a restri tion of the theory
to so- alled adapted

oordinate systems.

In his rst November

ommuni-

ation Einstein had then repla ed these eld equations by a dierent set of
eld equations, also derived from a variational prin iple but still not generally

ovariant. The eld equations of his se ond November

equating the Ri
generally

ommuni ation,

i tensor to the energy-momentum tensor, then nally were

ovariant but these eld equations were not derived from a varia-

tional prin iple.
Hilbert, in his

ommuni ation, introdu ed gravitational eld equations

whi h are derived from a variational prin iple and whi h are generally
variant. Thus, in

ontrast to Einstein's

Einstein's rst November

theory and in

ontrast to

ommuni ation, he did not write down gravita-

tional eld equations of restri ted
se ond November

Entwurf

o-

ovarian e, and, in

ontrast to Einstein's

ommuni ation, Hilbert did formulate the generally

ovari-

ant eld equations in terms of a variational prin iple.
In fa t, Hilbert based his theory on two axioms. The rst axiom introdu es an a tion integral

Z

√
H gdτ,

(1)

g is the determinant of the metri and dτ = dw1 dw2 dw3dw4 with world
wi uniquely determining the worldpoints, i.e., the oordinates
80
four-dimensional manifold.
The world fun tion H is postulated to be

where

parameters
of a

a fun tion depending on the

omponents of the metri

se ond derivatives, as well as on the

tensor, its rst and

omponents of the ele tromagneti

four-

potential and its rst derivatives. The axiom spe i ally postulates that the
laws of physi s are determined by the

ondition that the variation of the

integral (1) vanish. The se ond axiom then postulates that
an invariant under arbitrary transformations of the

H

transforms as

oordinates

wi .81

In the proofs, the eld equations are not expli itly spe ied.

They are

only given as Lagrangian derivatives of the undetermined but invariant world
80 In the dis ussion of Hilbert's note, I will
parti ular,

losely follow Hilbert's own notation.

oordinates will be written with a subs ript index, no summation

implied, and

In

onvention is

oordinate derivatives are indi ated by simple subs ript indi es. A modern

reader should also be aware of the fa t that, although Hilbert does distinguish between
ontravariant, supers ript and

ovariant, subs ript indi es (ex ept for the

does not raise or lower indi es by means of the metri .

81 Proofs, p. 2, [Hilbert 1915, p. 396℄.
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oordinates), he

fun tion

H.

The gravitational eld equations are given as derivatives with

respe t to the metri , the ele trodynami

eld equations are given as deriva-

tives with respe t to the ele tromagneti

potential. Hen e, the gravitational

eld equations appear in the form

82

√
√
√
∂ gH X ∂ ∂ gH X ∂ 2 ∂ gH
=
−
µν ,
∂g µν
∂wk ∂gkµν
∂wk ∂wl ∂gkl
k
k,l

(2)

µν
µ, ν = 1, . . . 4, gkµν ≡ ∂g µν /∂wk , gkl
≡ ∂ 2 g µν /∂wk ∂wl and fa tors of
1/2 resp. 1/4 are impli itly understood a ounting for the symmetries in µν
and kl. Unfortunately, the part where the world fun tion H in all probability
where

was spe ied was later

ut out of the proofs. In the published version it is

K , depending only on the metri and
an ele tromagneti part L, depending

given as the sum of a gravitational part
its rst and se ond derivatives, plus
on the ele tromagneti

potential, its derivatives, and on the metri .

all probability, also the ex ised pie e of the proofs
spe i ation of

H

83

In

ontained at least the

as

H =K +L

(3)

qsl = ∂qs /∂wl .84

with

µν
K = K(g µν , gkµν , gkl
)

any

ase, already in the proofs, Hilbert in a footnote insists that his world

fun tion

is

and

L = L(g µν , qs , qsl )

invariant whereas Einstein's is not.

85

where

In

Indeed, the Lagrangian

fun tions presented by Einstein either in his se ond paper with Grossmann
82 Proofs, p. 3. In [Hilbert 1915, p. 397℄ the equations were given with all terms moved
to the left hand side and set equal to 0.

83 [Hilbert 1915, p. 402℄.

84 The quantities

K

and

L are referred to immediately after the missing passage of [p. 8℄
K + L is referred to later in the paper by an equation

of the proofs, and the splitting into

number whi h is missing exa tly at that pla e. One possible reason for Hilbert's

utting

out this pie e would be that he wanted to paste it into some other manus ript in order to
be spared the pains of

opying the equations by hand. He had done a similar thing before

in his notes for a le ture
some of his axioms of

ourse on Eu lidean geometry from 1898/99, when he pasted

onne tion (Axiome der Verbindung) taken from [Hilbert 1895℄

into his manus ript notes, see SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 551, pp. 10f. Another su h example
is SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 549 (Notes for a le ture

ourse on Zahlbegri und Quadratur des

Kreises, winter 1897/98), pp. 38f. If the ex ised pie e of the proofs had

orresponded to

the lines printed on the bottom of p. 402 of the published version, it would have
the denitions of the Riemann

urvature s alar and of the Ri

(5).

85 Proofs, p. 2, [Hilbert 1915, p. 396℄.
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ontained

i tensor as in eqs. (4) and

on the

Entwurf theory of spring 1914,86 and in his
87
ount of the Formale Grundlage of General Relativity of fall 1914,

ovarian e properties of the

major a

88

and in his rst November
Hilbert's world fun tion

ommuni ation of 1915

was

with respe t to the metri

are not invariant. Sin e

invariant and sin e Lagrangian dierentiation

is a

ovariant operation, Hilbert's gravitational

eld equations already in the proofs

were

And if the ex ised pie e of the proofs

ontained the same spe i ation as the

89

published version,

K

in any

ase generally

would have been spe ied as the Riemann

ovariant.
urvature

s alar,

X

K=

g µν Kµν ,

(4)

µν

where

Kµν

 
X  ∂ µκ
∂
µν
−
+
=
∂wν κ
∂wκ κ
κ
X µκ λν 
λ

k,λ

denotes the Ri

i tensor and

 
µν
κ

κ



µν
−
λ

  
λκ
κ

(5)

are the Christoel symbols of the se -

ond kind. With these spe i ations, the resulting eld equations would dier
from those of Einstein's se ond November memoir by a term
subtra ted from the Ri

(1/2)gµν K

to be

i tensor. Nevertheless, even though Hilbert's eld

equations are not expli itly given in the early version in terms of the Ri
tensor and its
any

i

ontra tion, Hilbert had probably realized that his theory in

ase implied eld equations whi h diered from the ones of Einstein's

Entwurf

theory or from those put forward in Einstein's rst November

om-

muni ation. Indeed, the paper submitted to the Göttingen A ademy initially
was titled Die Grundglei

hungen der Physik.

to Die Grundlagen der Physik.

90

It was, however, soon hanged

86 [Einstein and Grossmann 1914, p. 219℄.

87 [Einstein 1914, p. 1076℄.
88 [Einstein 1915b, p. 784℄.
89 [Hilbert 1915, p. 402℄.

90 Grundglei hungen der Physik was the title of Hilbert's le ture to the Göttingen
Mathemati al So iety of November 16. It was also the title under whi h Hilbert announ ed
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3.2 The on ept of energy
Hen e, the restri ted

ovarian e of the theory in the proofs does not ae t the

gravitational eld equations. But in the proofs the term Grundglei hungen
does not refer to the gravitational eld equations alone. As a

onsequen e

of a mathemati al theorem, to be dis ussed in the next se tion, Hilbert saw
that of the

14

eld equations obtained by Lagrangian dierentiation with

respe t to the metri and the ele tromagneti potential, only

14−4 = 10 were

mutually independent. In the proofs, Hilbert then introdu ed four additional
equations  of restri ted

ovarian e  in order to satisfy the prin iple of

ausality as Einstein had done in the

Entwurf

and as Hilbert initially thought

ne essary in order to guarantuee the determinate

hara ter of the dierential

equations in Cau hy's sense:
Thus, if we want to preserve the determinate
fundamental equations of physi s a

hara ter of the

ording to Cau hy's theory

of dierential equations, we must postulate four additional noninvariant equations whi h supplement [the gravitational and ele trodynami

91

eld equations℄

Already in his letter to Einstein of November 14, Hilbert had talked about
the still missing 4 spa e-time equations.

92

In order to arrive at su h additional equations, Hilbert pro eeded to dene
a

on ept of energy. Hilbert is not very expli it about the justi ation for

his energy
his

on ept but what he does is quite

ommuni ation in the letter of invitation

lear. In his denition of the

ir ulated among the A ademy members

between November 15 and the meeting of November 20, and it was the title under whi h
his

ommuni ation was initially entered into the Journal of the Na hri hten,

p. note

73. Sin e, however, the rst proofs, whi h I assume to represent Hilbert's manus ript of
November 19, already have the title Grundlagen der Physik, Hilbert must have

hanged

the title probably with the manus ript whi h he gave to the printer, i.e., before or on
November 19.

The

hange in title may have been a rea tion to Einstein's

laim in his

letter of November 18 that Hilbert's equations appear to be equivalent to the ones he had
found and presented to the A ademy in his rst two November

91 [...℄

so

ist,

wofern

wir

der

Cau hys hen

Theorie

ommuni ations.

der

Dierentialglei hungen

entspre hend den Grundglei hungen der Physik den Charakter der Bestimmtheit wahren
wollen, die Forderung von vier weiteren zu [den Gravitations- und elektrodynamis hen
Feldglei hungen℄ hinzutretenden ni ht invarianten Glei hungen unerläÿli h. Proofs, p. 4.
For a histori al dis ussion of the early history of the Cau hy problem in General Relativity
and Hilbert's role in it, see [Sta hel 1992℄.

92 Hilbert to Einstein, 13 November 1915, CPAE8, Do . 140.
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on ept of energy he brings together te hniques from invariant theory and
the

al ulus of variations. He introdu ed what he

of the invariant worldfun tion
µν
tensor h

J (h) =

H

alled the polarisation

with respe t to an arbitrary

ontragredient

X ∂H
X ∂H µν
X ∂H µν
µν
h
+
h
+
µν k
µν hkl ,
µν
∂g
∂g
∂g
k
kl
µ,ν
µ,ν,k

where the subs ripts

k

and

l

to

93

(6)

µ,ν,k,l

hµν

denote partial derivatives with respe t to
wk resp. wl . Sin e polarisation is an invariant pro ess, Hilbert argues, J (h) is
µν
an invariant. Hilbert now removes the partial derivatives on h
by treating
√ (h)
the expression
gJ in the same manner as one treats in the al ulus of
variations the integrand of a variational problem if one wants to apply partial
integration,

94

√
√

thus obtaining

gJ

(h)

=−

X
µν

√
∂ g µν X √
[ gH]µν hµν + D (h) ,
H µν h +
∂g
µν

(7)

= 0 is an abbreviation for the eld equation (2), and D (h) a
µν
pure divergen e term. The rst term, obviously, arises from the fa t that powhere

gH



larisation is applied to the invariant

H,

whereas the whole integrand

√

gH

must be varied. Without expli itly inserting the expression into the a tion
integral, Hilbert thus ee tively derived the gravitational eld equations by
µν
variation of the a tion integral with respe t to the metri , if only h
be
regarded as an arbitrary variation of the metri
is

tensor. But at this point, he

ontent with a reformulation of the polarized integrand in terms of the

eld equations and a pure divergen e term.
At this stage, Hilbert introdu ed the symmetri

p

µν

=

X
s

(gsµν ps

−

g µs pνs

−

g νs pµs ) ,



ontravariant tensor

pjs

∂pj
=
∂ws



(8)

pµ .95

In modern notation, the expression is
µν
readily identied as the Lie derivative of the metri tensor eld Lg
= −p(µ;ν)
p
93 Proofs, p. 4. See [Kers hensteiner 1887,  2.℄, for a dis ussion of the on ept of poformed from an arbitrary ve tor

larisation in the theory of invariants. The letter from Emmy Noether to Fis her, quoted
above (see note 69), indeed, suggests that [Kers hensteiner 1887℄ was a standard referen e
on invariant theory in Göttingen at the time.

94 Proofs, pp. 4, 5.

95 Note that

pµs

is not obtained by lowering one index of
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pµν ,

p. note 80.

µν
and thus represents a variation of the metri δg
µ
µ
µ
96
whi h arises from a hange of oordinates x → x + p (x).
Hilbert now
µν
µν
s
substituted p
for h , and again removed all partial derivatives on p , ex ept
s
for rst derivatives pk . He thus arrived at
along the ve tor eld

√
where

D (p)

pµ

gJ

(p)

=−

X
µν

√
∂ g µν
H µν p + E + D (p) ,
∂g
E

again is a divergen e term and

(9)

was given expli itly as

97


X  ∂ √g
√ ∂H µν √ ∂H µν √ ∂H µν
µν
H µν gs + g µν gs + g µν gsk + g µν gskl ps
E=
∂g
∂g
∂gk
∂gkl
X
µs ν
νs µ √
−
(g ps + g ps ) [ gH]µν


√
√
X ∂ √gH
∂ gH µν
µν
µν ∂ ∂ gH
(10)
+
psk .
µν gs +
µν gsl − gs
µν
∂gk
∂gkl
∂wl ∂gkl
els by rewriting E
X
X
els psl .
E=
es ps +

Hilbert now dened the expressions

es

and

s

Both

es

and

els

as
(11)

s,l

are well-dened by eq. (10), and, as Hilbert noted,

es

is given

ws ,
√
d(g) gH
,
es =
dws

as a total derivative with respe t to

96 Hilbert only introdu ed

pµν

as a symmetri

(12)

ontravariant tensor without mentioning

that it represents a Lie derivative or a variation of the metri . However, Klein, in a rst
note from January 1918 on Hilbert's rst

ommuni ation, refers in this

ontext to Lie's nu-

merous relevant publi ations (zahlrei he eins hlägige Veröentli hungen, [Klein 1917,
p. 471℄). In a se ond note on Hilbert's paper from July 1918, Klein nevertheless found
µν
by an expli it al ulation in an extra
it ne essary to elaborate on the meaning of p
introdu tory paragraph ([Klein 1918, p. 173℄).

97 It is at this point that the proofs whi h otherwise are of a fairly nished

display some irregularities whi h may indi ate a

hara ter

ertain preliminary nature of the

on-

sideration. First, the senten e introdu ing this expression is grammati ally in omplete.
s
Se ond, Hilbert orre ted the fa tor p multiplying the rst term from a misprinted ps
and put an ex lamation mark in the margin (proofs, p. 5). Third, in the remainder of the
proofs, Hilbert mistakenly referred to his equation (10), whi h is our (9), where
equation (9), whi h is our (10), was meant.
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learly his

where the supers ript

(g)

indi ates that the ele tromagneti

potentials are

to be ignored in forming the derivative.
Hilbert

alled the expression

E

the energy form (Energieform), jus-

tifying this name by pointing out two properties. First, he noted that a
√ (h)
omparison of
gJ as given in eq. (7), where pµν is substituted for hµν ,
√ (p)
with
gJ as given in eq. (9) shows that E may be expressed as a sum of
derivatives with respe t to

ws ,
E = D (h)



h=p

− D (p) ,

(13)

if the gravitational eld equations hold and hen e be omes a divergen e.

98

The dis ussion of the se ond property, unfortunately, was mutilated by
utting away part of the sheet on whi h it was given.
an nevertheless be re onstru ted.

Looking at

E

But the argument

as given in (11) Hilbert

noted that if one were to go one step further and also remove the derivative
s
with respe t to wl in pl the divergen e equation  orresponding to the energy
theorem in the old theory,

X ∂el
s
=0
∂w
l
l
an only hold if and only if the four quantities

(14)

es

vanish, i.e., if and only if

es = 0.

(15)

The latter two equations are not generally

ovariant. The validity of eq. (14)

and hen e the validity of eq. (15) was stipulated by a third axiom, and the
four equations (15)

omplemented the ten gravitational eld equations (2) to
µν
a system of 14 equations for the 14 potentials g , qs . It is these 14 equations,
(2) and (15), whi h Hilbert in the proofs
equations of physi s.

99

alled the system of fundamental

This part of the proofs, i.e., the derivation of the energy
rewritten for the published version.

The third axiom, introdu ed in the

proofs, postulated a restri tion of the

ovarian e of the theory.

lation introdu ed a distin tion between spa e-time
parameters, the former being those

on ept was
Its stipu-

oordinates and world

oordinates for whi h the non-generally

ovariant energy equations (14) hold. This third axiom was later dropped in
the published version.
98 erhält Divergenz harakter, proofs, p. 6.
99 Proofs, [p. 7℄.
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3.3 Theorems about the invariant variational problem
Both the proofs and the published paper present three mathemati al theorems, all three of them drawing

onsequen es from the invarian e of a La-

grangian fun tion and the a tion integral with respe t to arbitrary oordinate
transformations.
The rst theorem is a spe ial

ase of a general theorem about invariant

variational problems proven three years later by Emmy Noether and known
as Noether's (se ond) theorem.

100

In Hilbert's

lated for an invariant world fun tion
depends on
if the

n

n

J

ommuni ation it is formu-

of the four world parameters whi h

variables and their derivatives. The theorem then asserts that

Lagrangian variational equations are formed, four mutually inde-

pendent linear

n

ombinations of these

dierential equations and their total

derivatives are always satised, i.e., vanish identi ally. So far, the theorem
is a spe ial

ase of Noether's theorem. But Hilbert went one step further by

asserting that the theorem implied that four of the
are always a

onsequen e of the remaining

that those linear

ombinations hold.

n−4

n

dierential equations

equations in the sense

The proof of this theorem was given

neither in the proofs nor in the published version but announ ed for another
o

101

asion.

While this rst theorem does not give an expli it

onstru tion of these

identities and, in fa t, only asserts their existen e, the other two mathemati al theorems of Hilbert's rst note are formulated more expli itly. Hilbert
did not prove these theorems in the proof sheets either and introdu ed their
formulation by simply saying he would make use of them,

102

thus suggesting

that they were either well-known or trivial. In the published version, however, he did prove these two other theorems and introdu ed their formulation
by saying he would now establish those two theorems.

103

For the se ond theorem, Hilbert added an alternative formulation in his
published version whi h makes it more lu id.

In this alternative formula-

tion, the theorem asserts that, given an invariant Lagrangian J depending
µν
on the metri
omponents g , its rst and se ond derivatives, and on the
100 [Noether 1918, p. 239℄.

101 Proofs, pp. 2f, [Hilbert 1915, pp. 397f℄. For a dis ussion of this theorem in Hilbert's
note, see [Vizgin 1994, pp. 5469℄.

Vizgin does not note, however, that Hilbert's for-

mulation of the theorem a tually goes beyond Noether's theorem,

p. also footnote 120

below.

102 Des Weiteren benutzen wir zwei mathematis he Theoreme, ... proofs, [p. 8℄.

103 Des Weiteren stellen wir zwei mathematis he Theoreme auf, ... [Hilbert 1915, p. 398℄.
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ele tromagneti

104

holds,

potentials

qs

and its rst derivatives, the following identity

X ∂J
ps = P J,
∂w
s
s

(16)

where

P = Pg + Pq ,

(17)


X 
µν ∂
µν ∂
µν ∂
p
+ pl
+ plk µν ,
Pg =
∂g µν
∂glµν
∂glk
µ,ν,l,k


X
∂
∂
pl
+ plk
,
Pq =
∂q
∂q
l
lk
l,k

(18)

(19)

and

pl =

X

(qls ps + qs psl ),

(20)

s

and

plk = ∂pl /∂wk .

In eq. (16) the derivative with respe t to

ws

is, in fa t,

to be understood as a total derivative, taking into a ount that J depends
µν
µν
µν
on g , gl , glk , ql , and qlk but not expli itly on the world parameters ws .
In the proofs, the theorem is only stated in a form whi h is obtained if the
terms implied by the left hand side of (16) are subtra ted from the right hand
side and the remaining terms set equal to 0.

105

The third theorem is ee tively a derivation of generalized

J

Bian hi identities for a Lagrangian

ontra ted

depending only on the metri

nents and its rst and se ond derivatives. Using the denition (8) of

ompo-

pµν

and

introdu ing new notation,

X √
X
[ gJ]µν pµν =
(is ps + ils psl ),
µν

(21)

s,l

with

is =

X √
[ gJ]µν gsµν ,

(22)

µν

ils = −2
104 ibid.

X √
[ gJ]µs g µl ,
µ

105 Proofs, [p. 8℄.
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(23)

the theorem asserts that the equation

is =

X ∂il
s
∂w
l
l

holds identi ally for all arguments, i.e., the

(24)

g µν

and their derivatives.

106

3.4 Generalized ele trodynami s and Mie's theory
Using his theorems II and III, Hilbert pointed out two features of his general
variational framework whi h
relativisti

on ern the relation of the theory to spe ial

ele trodynami s and, in parti ular, to Mie's theory as given in

Born's interpretation. In order to appre iate Hilbert's arguments, it is useful to briey summarize the main points of Born's reinterpretation of Mie's

107

theory.

Mie had formulated his theory in terms of a variational prin iple,

introdu ing a Lorentz- ovariant Hamiltonian depending on the elds and the
ele tromagneti

four-potential.

Born had generalized this ansatz by pos-

tulating a general Lorentz- ovariant Lagrangian
variables

uα = uα (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 )

Φ

depending on dynami

aαβ ≡ ∂uα /∂xβ in
oordinates xα . The dynami

and their derivatives

four-dimensional Minkowski spa etime with

a
s

of the general theory was governed by the variational prin iple

δ

Z

Φ(aij ; ui)dx1 dx2 dx3 dx4 = 0,

(25)

whi h yielded general Euler-Lagrange equations

X ∂Xβγ
γ

∂xγ

− Xβ = 0,

(26)

where

∂Φ
= Xαβ ,
∂aαβ

∂Φ
= Xα .
∂uα

106 Proofs, p. 9, [Hilbert 1915, p. 399℄. If we take

(27)

be the Riemann urvature s alar
P µν
P J to
√ 
K =
g Kµν , as in eqs. (4), (5) above, then µν
gJ µν is equivalent to the tensor
√
√
gGµν = g(Kµν − (1/2)gµν K), and eq. (24) expresses the vanishing of its ovariant
l
divergen e, Gs;l = 0. See also [Klein 1917, p. 472℄.

107 [Born 1914℄.
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Interpreting the dynami al variables
ontinuum, the ansatz
theory. In this
of the

ase

uα as displa

ould be spe ialized to spe ial relativisti

Φ would depend only on 6

ombinations

aαβ , representing the deformation quantities introdu
108

denition of relativisti

rigidity.

may be regarded as the

Φ

ed by Born in his

omponents of the ele tromagneti

variables

ombinations

uα

four-potential.

orresponding to Mie's theory.

only depended on the antisymmetri

senting the

elasti ity

eij (i, j = 1, 2, 3)

Alternatively, the dynami

This would give the spe ialization
ase

ements of a four-dimensional

In this

aαβ − aβα ,

repre-

omponents of the ele tromagneti eld tensor. The main point of

Born's paper was the identi ation of Mie's energy-momentum tensor in this
generalized framework.

In the general Lagrangian formulation, the Euler-

Lagrange equations (26) entail

onservation laws of the form

X ∂ X
∂Φ
=
(
Xβγ aβα ),
∂xα
∂x
γ
γ
β
if

Φ

does not depend expli itly on the

oordinate

(28)

xα .109

These

onservation

laws then justify the denition of the energy momentum tensor in terms of
the Lagrangian

Φ

as

Tαβ = Φδαβ −

X

aγα Xγβ ,

(29)

γ

(now known as the  anoni al energy-momentum tensor) sin e it
be written in the

ompa t notation of four-dimensional ve tor

ould then

al ulus as

Div T = 0.

(30)

The point of Born's paper, dis ussed in its nal paragraph, was to show that
the energy-momentum tensor of Mie's theory is not simply given by eq. (29)
sin e it has to depend only on the antisymmetri
Rather it is obtained by adding a tensor

aαγ Xγβ − uα Xβ
110

four-divergen e su h that it is the (symmetri )

Sαβ = Φδαβ −

X
γ

ombinations

aγα − aαγ .

with vanishing

tensor

(aγα − aαγ )Xγβ − uα Xβ

(31)

108 [Born 1909 , pp. 10, 15℄, [Herglotz 1911℄.
109 This assumption distinguishes Mie's theory from the usual Maxwell theory with
harges and
This theory

urrents as external sour es as given by the usual Lorentz ele tron theory.
an formally be in luded into the general framework by letting

the external sour es, however, then

Φ would expli

110 [Mie 1912a, p. 533℄, [Born 1914, p. 35℄.
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Φ

depend on

itly depend on the spa e-time variables.

that represents the energy-momentum of Mie's theory.
It is to this reformulation of Mie's ele trodynami s by Born that Hilbert
referred to in the following part of his paper.

By his rst axiom, Hilbert

emphasized, in the proofs as well as in the published version, that his world
fun tion

H

would not only depend on the metri

se ond derivatives but also on the ele tromagneti
derivatives

qsl .

tensor and its rst and
potentials

qs

and its rst

In fa t, Hilbert emphasized in a footnote that while the

general use of a variational prin iple was a
parti ular use of the arguments

qs

Hilbert now pointed out two
tion of general invarian e for

H.

and

qsk

hara teristi

of Mie's theory, the

111

was introdu ed by Born.

onsequen es following from the assumpFrom his Theorem II, Hilbert dedu ed the

following relation for the ele tromagneti

part

L

of the world fun tion

X ∂L
X ∂L
µm ν
νm µ
(g
p
+
g
p
)
−
qm pm
m
m
s
µν
∂g
∂qs
s,m
µ,ν,m
X ∂L
m
m
−
(qsm pm
k + qmk ps + qm psk ) = 0,
∂q
sk
s,k,m

(32)

L does not depend on the derivatives of the metri . By
m
ient in front of psk equal to 0, Hilbert then dedu ed that L

sin e, by assumption,
setting the

oe

ould, in fa t, only depend on the antisymmetrized derivatives

Mks = qsk − qks .

(33)

Thus, Hilbert had shown that it followed from his se ond axiom, i.e., from
the postulate of general

ovarian e, that the world fun tion

H =K +L

an

indeed only depend on the antisymmetrized derivatives of the ele tromagneti

potential, i.e., on the eld tensor, although the ele tromagneti

of world fun tion
derivatives of

H

qs .112

part

L

initially was introdu ed as a fun tion depending on all
Hen e Hilbert had shown that, in the generalized frame-

work, this feature of Maxwellian ele tromagneti

theory was a

of the invarian e of the world fun tion with respe t to arbitrary

onsequen e
oordinate

transformations:
This result, whi h rst gives the spe ial
equations, arises here essentially as a
111 Proofs, p. 2, [Hilbert 1915, p. 396℄.

112 Proofs, p. 10, [Hilbert 1915, p. 403℄.
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hara ter of the Maxwell

onsequen e of the general

113

invarian e, i.e., on the basis of axiom II.
The se ond

onsequen e of the postulate of general invarian e dire tly re-

ferred to Mie's energy-momentum tensor. Again referring to eq. (32), Hilbert
ν
noted that setting the oe ient of pm equal to 0 and taking into a ount
that L depends only on the eld variables Mks as dened in (33) one obtains
for the ele tromagneti

−2

X ∂ √gL
µ

∂g µν

energy the expression

g µm =

√

g

(

X ∂L
∂L
qν −
Mνs
Lδνm −
∂qm
∂Mms
s

Comparing this expression with the

)

.

(34)

orresponding expression (31) of Born's

theory, Hilbert noted that Mie's energy tensor is obtained in his generally
ovariant, variational framework by generally
sequent spe ialization to the

ovariant operations and sub-

114

ase of spe ial relativity,

at least by mid-O tober and already then

an insight obtained

ommuni ated to Sommerfeld and

an insight whi h Hilbert had taken great pleasure in (Hauptvergnügen), as
he reports to Einstein in his

orresponden e of November 13. Nowadays, the

energy tensor of any theory is obtained by variation of the matter Lagrangian
with respe t to the metri , but for Hilbert this result was intimately linked
with his understanding of the theory as a generalization of Mie's ele trodynami

eld theory of matter. In his paper, Hilbert summarized this insight

in the following words:
Hen e, Mie's ele tromagneti
generally

energy tensor is nothing but that

ovariant tensor whi h is obtained by dierentiation of
L with respe t to the gravitation potentials g µν in

the invariant
that limiting

115

ase [of spe ial relativity℄

and immediately added that this was
113 Dieses Resultat, dur h wel hes erst der Charakter der Maxwells hen Glei hungen
bedingt ist, ergibt si h hier wesentli h als Folge der allgemeinen Invarianz, also auf Grund
von Axiom II. [Hilbert 1915, p. 403℄. In the proofs, p. 10, the explanatory half-senten e
dur h wel hes ... bedingt ist is missing.

114 Proofs, p. 10, [Hilbert 1915, p. 404℄.
115 [...℄ der Mie's he elektromagnetis he Energietensor ist also ni hts anderes als der

dur h Dierentiation der Invariante

L

na h den Gravitationspotentialen

g µν

entstehende

allgemeine invariante Tensor beim Übergang zu jener Grenze [der speziellen Relativitätstheorie℄ ... proofs, p. 10, [Hilbert 1915, p. 404℄.
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 a fa t whi h pointed me in the rst pla e to the ne essary and
lose relation between Einstein's general theory of relativity and
Mie's ele trodynami s and whi h

116

onvin ed me of the

orre tness

of the theory developed here.

3.5 Gravitation, ele tromagnetism, and the theory of
matter
The rst mathemati al theorem of Hilbert's paper, as dis ussed above, asserted the existen e of four independent identities between the fourteen eld
equations obtained by Lagrangian dierentiation of the a tion integral. This
mathemati al theorem was interpreted by Hilbert as implying that the generalized Maxwell equations may be regarded as a

onsequen e of the grav-

itational eld equations in the sense that the four linear

ombinations of

the Maxwell equations and their total derivatives identi ally vanish. Thus
Hilbert wrote
As a

onsequen e of that mathemati al theorem we

an imme-

diately assert that, in the sense indi ated, the ele trodynami al

117

phenomena are ee ts of gravitation.

and, adding even more emphasis to this feature of his theory, he

alled this

insight into the relation between ele tromagnetism and gravitation the Leit-

118

motiv of his theory.

However, although Hilbert seemed to believe that

the validity of the gravitational eld equations implied the validity of the
generalized Maxwell equations, he

on retized his assertion by deriving the

pre ise mathemati al form of those four identities in the nal part of his
paper.
116  ein Umstand, der mi h zum ersten Mal auf den notwendigen engen Zusammenhang
zwis hen der Einsteins hen allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie und der Mie's hen Elektrodynamik hingewiesen und mir die Überzeugung von der Ri htigkeit der hier entwi kelten
Theorie gegeben hat. proofs, p. 10, [Hilbert 1915, p. 404℄.

117 [...℄

wir können unmittelbar wegen jenes mathematis hen Satzes die Behaup-

tung ausspre hen, daÿ in dem bezei hneten Sinne die elektrodynamis hen Ers heinungen
Wirkungen der Gravitation sind. Proofs, p. 3, [Hilbert 1915, p. 397℄.

118 Proofs, p. 2, [Hilbert 1915, p. 396℄.
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√

Starting from the ele tromagneti energy as given in (34) as derivative of
gL with respe t to g µν , Hilbert used the gravitational eld equations

√
∂ gL
√
= 0,
[ gK]µν +
∂g µν
whi h hold for the ansatz

H = K + L,119

(35)

l
and the denition (23) of is in order

to express the left hand side of (34) as

−2
In order to invoke the

X ∂ √gL
µ

∂g µν

g µm = −im
ν .

ontra ted Bian hi identity

theorem III, Hilbert formed the

(36)

iν =

∂im
ν /∂wm

of his

oordinate divergen e of the right hand side

of (34) and obtained

X ∂
iν =
∂wm
m

P

!
√
X ∂ √gL
gL
∂
√
− gLδνm +
qν +
Msν ,
∂qm
∂M
sm
s

(37)

and by further transformation of this expression, introdu ing the Lagrangian
derivatives of the generalized Maxwell equations

√
√
∂ gL X ∂ ∂ gL
√
−
[ gL]m =
∂qm
∂ws ∂qms
s
and by making use of the antisymmetry of
and the relation
identities

∂L/∂qsm = −∂L/∂qms ,
X
m

Msm ,

(38)

the denition (22) of

iν ,

Hilbert nally arrived at the four

∂ √
√
[ gL]m
Mmν [ gL]m + qν
∂wm

He summarized the result by repeating his



= 0.

(39)

laim that

the gravitational equations [...℄ entail indeed the four mutually
independent linear

ombinations (39) of the ele trodynami

120

fun-

damental equations [...℄ and their rst derivatives
119 Cp. footnote 84 above.

120 [...℄ aus den Gravitationsglei hungen [...℄ folgen in der Tat die vier von einander
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and emphasized:
This is the full mathemati al expression of the above asserted
proposition about the

hara ter of ele trodynami s as a phe-

121

nomenon following from gravitation.

Finally, the freedom to spe ify the world fun tion by non-linear so long as
invariant terms of the ele tromagneti

potential in the sense of Mie opened

up the possibility that non-linear generalizations of Maxwell's equations may
be obtained, the solutions of whi h would properly des ribe the ele tron.
It was the

omputation of the ele tron in this sense that Hilbert hoped to

a hieve before he wrote down his theory for print, and whi h he now left for
the se ond part of his paper.
Further elaboration and, in parti ular, the appli ation of my basi

equations to the fundamental questions of ele tri ity theory I

defer to a later

122

ommuni ation.

unabhängigen linearen Kombinationen (39) der elektrodynamis hen Grundglei hungen [...℄
und ihrer ersten Ableitungen.

Proofs, p. 12, [Hilbert 1915, p. 406℄.

As John Sta hel

pointed out in the dis ussion at the Göttingen workshop, the relations (39) do not imply
the ele tromagneti

eld equations themselves. From the se ond term it follows that for

qν 6= 0 and given eld equations
√ 
has ∂
gL 4 /∂w4 = 0, but no

√ 
gL m = 0

Therefore, even if the ele tromagneti
will not

w4 = onst, one
√ 
gL i /∂w4 , i = 1, 2, 3 are implied.

on an initial hypersurfa e

restri tions for

∂

eld equations hold on an initial hypersurfa e, they

ontinue to hold automati ally o it as a

se ond term in eq. (39) vanishes if

L

onsequen e of the identities.

is gauge invariant. In this

eld equations do follow algebrai ally if

Mmν

The

ase the ele tromagneti

has an inverse. The relation was derived

in this form in [Klein 1917, p. 473℄ who had started from an ele tromagneti part L =
αMνµ Mσρ (g µρ g νσ − g µσ g νρ ). Therefore, Klein an agree with Hilbert's laim that the
Maxwell equations follow from the gravitational eld equations.

121 Dies ist der ganze mathematis he Ausdru k der oben allgemein ausgespro henen Be-

hauptung über den Charakter der Elektrodynamik als einer Folgeers heinung der Gravitation. ibid. [Hilbert 1915, p. 406℄

hanged ganze to genaue.

122 Die genauere Ausführung sowie vor Allem die spezielle Anwendung meiner Grund-

glei hungen auf die fundamentalen Fragen der Elektrizitätslehre behalte i h späteren Mitteilungen vor.

Proofs, p. 1, [Hilbert 1915, p. 395℄. See also He ke to Hilbert, 7 Mar h

1916, When will you publish the ele tron? (Wann publizieren Sie das Elektron?) SUB
Cod. Ms. Hilbert 141/7.
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4

A spe ulative re onstru tion

Given these

hara teristi s of Hilbert's theory whi h are already found in the

rst proofs, the following s enario of Hilbert's path towards his unied eld
theory of ele tromagnetism and gravitation, in luding generally

ovariant

gravitational eld equations and generalized Maxwell equations in the sense
of Mie, is suggested. The s enario would be the following: being interested
in fundamental theories of physi s, Hilbert studied Mie's theory as early as
1913 as a novel and attra tive eld theory of matter. An important step was
Born's work of late 1914 on Mie's theory, whi h reinterpreted Mie's variational ansatz in terms of spe ial-relativisti

ontinuum me hani s, pointing

out formal relations to Herglotz's spe ial-relativisti

elasti ity theory, whi h

Hilbert knew well. Hilbert had also heard about Einstein's and Grossmann's
theory as early as De ember 1913 through a talk at the Göttingen Mathemati al So iety. Just as in the

ase of Mie's theory, Hilbert must have had a

genuine interest in attempts at generalizing the spe ial theory of relativity,
for Hilbert the heritage of his friend Minkowski's geometri
of the Lorentz transformations.
Einstein to

When Hilbert then su

reinterpretation
eeded in inviting

ome to Göttingen he was intrigued by the latter's presentation.

As Einstein found, Hilbert and the other Göttingen mathemati ians were
ompletely

123

onvin ed by the theory.

Thus, when Hilbert went away for his summer va ation to Switzerland
and Rügen, he had the following situation to ponder on.

Both Mie's the-

ory, in parti ular as reinterpreted by Born, and Einstein's theory of 1914
started from a variational prin iple with a Lagrangian of a

ertain

ovari-

an e group. Mie's theory was invariant with respe t to the orthogonal group
of spe ial relativity. The mathemati s of Einstein's theory was set up to be
invariant with respe t to general dieomorphisms but in his 1914 exposition
of the

Formale Grundlage der allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie

Einstein had

expounded the hole argument justifying the ne essity of restri ting the

o-

varian e of the theory and elaborated an intri ate mathemati al argument
for the unique spe i ation of the
so- alled adapted

orre t Lagrangian in a

ordan e with his

oordinate systems. The argument was based on a rather

pedestrian treatment of the

ovarian e properties of the a tion integral, dis-

tinguishing between somewhat hybrid variations restri ted by Einstein's
ept of justied

on-

oordinate transformations. Now, invariant theory and the

123 [Pais 1982, p. 259℄, CPAE8, Do . 110, p. note 47.
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al ulus of variations were elds of Hilbert's expertise, and when Einstein presented his

onsiderations in July 1915 in Göttingen, he found that everything

was understood, in luding the details. Nevertheless, Einstein's mathematial treatment of adapted

oordinate systems must have appeared awkward to

Hilbert just as they had appeared shy to the mathemati ian Levi-Civita.

124

Mie's theory on the other hand had other problems. For one, Mie's theory
of gravitation might not have been too attra tive. Also, Mie had spe ied
his world fun tion by adding a term of sixth power in the potential and had

125

expli itly integrated the resulting dierential equation.

The result was

unsatisfa tory to Mie be ause the resulting ele trons would neither be indivisible nor stable.

Mie's ele trons would tend to attra t ea h other and

then simply merge into a single huge lump of

126

harge.

However, his theory

formulated a resear h program by posing the problem of nding a satisfa tory Lagrangian fun tion. The resear h program was formulated by Born as
follows:
In earlier times, one formulated the goal of the me hani al explanation of nature, to derive all physi al and

hemi al properties of

matter by assuming a Lagrangian fun tion

Φ

of the atoms.

for the intera tion

In the same way Mie now poses the problem of

hosing his world fun tion

Φ

su h that from it follows on the

basis of his dierential equations the existen e of the ele tron and
of the atoms, as well as all their intera tions. I should like to see
this problem as the mathemati al

ontent of that program whi h

regards the establishment of an ele trodynami

127

worldview as

the aim of physi s.

124 For a dis ussion of Levi-Civita's obje tions to Einstein's proof of the ovarian e properties of the eld equations in [Einstein 1914℄ expressed in a

orresponden e between him

and Einstein in the spring of 1915, see [Cattani and De Maria 1989℄. Whatever Hilbert's
obje tions to Einstein's theory were, they referred in any

ase to Einstein's way of handling

variations of the metri , see Einstein to Hilbert, 30 Mar h 1916, CPAE8, Do . 207.

125 [Mie 1912b, pp. 18℄.
126 [Mie 1912b, p. 38℄.

127 Wie man früher als Ziel der me hanis hen Naturerklärung hinstellte, dur h Annahme
einer Lagranges hen Funktion
und

Φ

für die We hselwirkung der Atome alle physikalis hen

hemis hen Eigens haften der Materie abzuleiten, so stellt jetzt Mie die Aufgabe,

seine `Weltfunktion'

Φ

so zu wählen, daÿ daraus auf Grund seiner Dierentialglei hungen

sowohl die Existenz des Elektrons und der Atome, als au h die Gesamtheit ihrer We hselwirkungen hervorgehen. Diese Forderung Mies mö hte i h als den mathematis hen Inhalt
jenes Programms ansehen, das die Aufstellung eines `ele tromagnetis hen Weltbildes' als
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And Hilbert, who knew well both the relation between a variational ansatz
and the implied dierential equation and the

omplexity of non-linear dif-

ferential equations, regarded Mie's resear h program, as formulated here by
Born, as the real

hallenge of theoreti al physi s.

One of Hilbert's rst ideas might have been to generalize the
of Mie's theory and to integrate it into a
of both Mie's and Einstein's theories.
metri

ovarian e

ommon mathemati al framework

Mathemati ally, something like the

tensor introdu ed by Einstein would also show up if one simply al-

lowed for general

oordinate transformations in Mie's theory. Why not let

Mie's world fun tion depend on the metri

omponents as well, and add it to

the Lagrangian of Einstein's theory? Using generally

ovariant operations,

one might then see whether Mie's results are obtained in the spe ial relativisti

limit, whi h would give

on rete physi al meaning to the generalized

theory. This indeed proved to be the

ase for Mie's energy tensor. Would

it also hold for the ele tron? Hilbert might then have investigated general
properties of the resulting dierential equations, drawing on his knowledge
of partial dierential equations and on knowledge about what we would now
all the Lie derivative. This might have given him the insight that

ovarian e

with respe t to dieomorphisms yielded additional relations between the eld
equations, a result whi h immediately suggested that the ten gravitational
eld equations and the Maxwell equations were not independent.
These are vague

onsiderations, of

number of disparate
to date.

ourse. The Hilbert ar hive

There is opportunity for future resear h.

obtained most of the

ontains a

al ulations, whi h are hard to identify or even only
hara teristi

In any

ase, Hilbert

features of his rst note already in the

fall of 1915, with the ex eption of the expli it form of the eld equations in
terms of the Ri
of energy

i tensor and the realization that the restri tive impli ations

onservation are but a remnant dark spot of Einstein's previous

mis on eptions.

5

Aftermath

Five days after Hilbert had submitted his

ommuni ation to the Göttingen

128

A ademy, Einstein presented a fourth ommuni ation to the Berlin A ademy.
In this

ommuni ation Einstein presented his nal eld equations, the Ein-

Ziel der Physik hinstellt. [Born 1914, pp. 24℄.

128 [Einstein 1915a℄.
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stein equations where a tra e term was added to the energy-momentum tensor. The introdu tion of the tra e term had two de isive
the requirement of energy
permissible

onsequen es. First,

onservation no longer implied restri tions on the

oordinates. The theory now was fully

ovariant. A distin tion,

in Hilbert's terms, between world parameters and spa e-time

oordinates

was no longer ne essary. Se ond, the gravitational eld equations no longer
implied that the tra e of the energy-momentum tensor of matter had to
vanish. Hen e, the eld equation no longer implied anything about the

on-

stitution of matter.
We don't know whether or when Einstein sent

opies of his nal

ommuni-

ation to Hilbert, but we may assume that he did, just as he had sent his rst
ommuni ation to Hilbert, and in any
was available in print by De ember 2.
Hilbert, therefore, had o
of Einstein's last November

129

ase Einstein's nal

ommuni ation

asion to think about his own theory in the light
ommuni ation. And in any

ase, he

ontinued

working on his theory. Thus, roughly a week later, on November 30, he and
Caratheodory gave a talk to the Göttingen Mathemati al So iety on invariant

130

theory.

And four days later, on De ember 4, Hilbert presented a se ond

ommuni ation on the Foundations of Physi s to the Göttingen A ademy.
About the

ontent of this se ond

ommuni ation nothing is known sin e its

publi ation was postponed, at least for the time being.

131

On that A ademy

meeting of De ember 4, Hilbert also presented a note by Emmy Noether
with the title Krümmungsinvarianten im mehrdimensionalen Raume for
publi ation in the A ademy's

Na hri hten.

We don't know either what the

132

point of this paper was sin e it was later o ially withdrawn
manus ript appears to be lost.

and the

It is known, however, that on the same

129 CPAE6, p. 244.
130 JDM 24 (1915), p. 111.
131 GM 1916, p. 6. The Journal for the Na hri hten (GAA S ient 66, Nr. 2, p. note
73), entry Nr. 731, says wiederholt in No 739.

Entry Nr. 739 of the Journal lists a

ommuni ation by Hilbert, titled Grundlagen der Physik Zweite Mitteilung, presented
on 26 February. The date of 2 Mar h 1916 of this entry in the
deleted and in the last
se ond

olumn Zum Dru k was

olumn its says =No. 731, 759. Entry Nr. 759 nally is Hilbert's

ommuni ation: Grundlagen der Physik (Zweite Mitteilung), presented on 23

De ember 1916, sent to the printer on 29 January 1917, and published as [Hilbert 1917℄.

132 The Journal for the Na hri hten (GAA S ient 66, Nr. 2, p. the previous note and

note 73) in this

ase says zurü kgezogen, see entry Nr. 733, and indeed a paper with

this title was never published by Emmy Noether; see also GM 1916, p. 6 where Noether's
paper was also announ ed.
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day, De ember 4, 1915, Hilbert wrote to the Prussian minister on behalf of
Noether's habilitation. In this letter he wrote:
... also the mathemati al-physi al developments (Einstein's theory of gravitation, theory of time and spa e) are presently moving
towards an unforeseen point of
Miss Noether is my most su

ulmination; and in this matter

essful

133

ollaborator ...

The next day, De ember 5, Hilbert, Klein, Voigt, Runge, and Wie hert
wrote a proposal to the Göttingen A ademy suggesting that Einstein be
ele ted as a

orresponding member.

Hilbert and Caratheodory

134

Two days later, on De ember 7,

ontinued their le ture on invariant theory in the

135

Göttingen Mathemati al So iety.
With Hilbert's

ommuni ation in press and Einstein's nal

ation already published, the he ti

somewhat. It seems that Hilbert took the o
a

ommuni-

feverishness of November now abated
asion of Einstein's ele tion as

orresponding member of the Göttingen A ademy, whi h took pla e on

the A ademy meeting of De ember 18, to inform him about his ele tion in a
personal letter before the o ial noti e.

136

It is in response to this letter that

133 ... au h die mathematis h-physikalis hen Forts hritte (Gravitationstheorie von Einstein, Theorie von Zeit und Raum) streben einem ungeahnten Kulminationspunkt gerade
gegenwärtig zu; und da habe i h hier Frl. Emmy Noether als erfolgrei hste Mitarbeiterin
... Hilbert to the Prussian Ministry, 4 De ember 1915, quoted in [Tollmien 1991, p. 22℄.

134 See note 136 below.
135 JDM 24 (1915), p. 111.
136 The hronology of Einstein's ele tion as a

orresponding member of the Göttingen

A ademy is as follows: on November 22, the se retary of the mathemati al-physi al

lass,

Ehlers, had sent out an invitation to an unverbindli he Vorbespre hung on Saturday,
November 27, following a request by Klein (Na h einem Wuns he des Herrn F. Klein
(GAA Pers 10.3, 25).

It was in all probability Klein who took the initiative about the

ele tions to the A ademy in De ember 1915; see notes about the A ademy's members and
a list of possible
1915.

andidates in SUB Cod. Ms. Klein III F, sheets 911, dated 29 November

The proposal for the ele tion of Einstein (einer der tiefsten und erfolgrei hsten

Fors her im Gebiete der theoretis hen Physik) as a

orresponding member was dated

De ember 5 and was signed by Hilbert, Klein, Runge, Voigt, and Wie hert (GAA Pers 20,
913). On De ember 8, Ehlers invited the members of the

lass to the meeting on Saturday,

De ember 11, announ ing that it had been suggested to ele t P. Debye and H. Stille as
full (ordentli h) members, G. Cantor as external (auswärtig) member, and A. Einstein
as well as P. Koebe as

orresponding (korrespondierend) members (GAA Pers 10.3, 25).

The nal ele tion then took pla e at the joint meeting of both

lasses on De ember 18

(GAA Chron 2.1, Vol. 6, 413). The o ial noti e was sent out on De ember 22 (GAA
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Einstein himself wrote a

on iliatory response to Hilbert after having some-

what settled his own emotional turmoil around his November breakthrough,
writing
It is obje tively a pity if two guys who have somewhat worked
their way free of this shabby world don't take pleasure in one

137

another.

After having been for ed to a somewhat premature write up of his results,
Hilbert now re onsidered the

al ulations in the rst set of proofs for his

om-

muni ation, in parti ular those about the energy theorem. It probably took
Hilbert some time but eventually he found that he

ould indeed derive an

energy expression whi h also gave Mie's energy tensor in the limit of spe ial
relativity but whi h satised a

onservation law that was not of restri ted

o-

varian e. The latter feature was in agreement with Einstein's fourth and nal
ommmuni ation of November 25 whi h

ontained the nal eld equations

of Einstein's theory. The additional tra e term introdu ed in that

ommu-

ni ation to the gravitational eld equations implied that energy-momentum
onservation no longer posed a restri tion on the admissible

oordinates.

Now Hilbert also found an energy expression whi h, together with his eld
equation, was identi ally
It is not

onserved without imposing additional

onstraints.

lear when Hilbert a hieved this insight but on January 25, 1916, he

Chron 8, Vol. 6).

Einstein a knowledged his ele tion in a letter to the A ademy dated

De ember 23 (GAA Pers 20, 416).
In 1923, Born suggested that A. Einstein and N. Bohr be ele ted as external members
of the A ademy (GAA Pers 19, 498). Einstein's letter of a knowledgment of 17 O tober
1923

ontains the following amusing posts ript:
I h vermute, dass i h s hon Mitglied der `Gesells haft der Wissens haften in
Göttingen' bin, da i h seit einigen Jahren die Göttinger Na hri hten erhalte.
I h erlaube mir, dies beizufügen um zu verhüten, dass i h irrtümli h ein
zweites Mal gewählt werde. (GAA Pers 19, 501)

On November 28, 1933, after several inquiries about Einstein at other a ademies and also
at the German Embassy in Washington, the A ademy's Se retary informed the Curator
of Göttingen University that Einstein had been deleted from the list of external members
of the A ademy (GAA Pers 66, 1823).

Letters of re on iliation were sent out to the

ex luded members in August 1945 and again in De ember 1946 (GAA Pers 6, 10, 36). To
these letters, Einstein did not respond.

137 Es ist objektiv s hade, wenn si h zwei wirkli he Kerle, die si h aus dieser s häbigen

Welt etwas herausgearbeitet haben, ni ht gegenseitig zur Freude gerei hen. Einstein to
Hilbert, 20 De ember 1915, CPAE8, Do . 167.
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gave a le ture to the Göttingen Mathemati al So iety on invariant theory
and the general energy theorem.

138

And sin e his nal

ommuni ation was

probably in press by mid-February, we may assume that he had found his
new energy expression by that time and that his talk of January 25 presented
a dis ussion of the energy
his

on ept as

ontained in the published version of

ommuni ation.

In the proofs, as dis ussed above, Hilbert had derived his energy on ept
√ (p)
gJ where J (p) was the polarisation of the
µν
invariant H with respe t to the metri g . The result had been an energy
by looking at the expression

form

E = es ps + els psl
whi h

(40)

ould also be written in terms of the gravitational eld equations and

a pure divergen e term as

The term
a

es



√
(h)
µν
(p)
E = − [ gH]µν p + D(h=p) − D
.

had been identied as a total derivative of

ount only the dependen e of the world fun tion

H

(41)

√

gH

taking into

on the metri

derivatives.

gH

with

omponents and the ele tromagneti

po-

In the published paper, Hilbert now formed a polarisation of
respe t to all variables, the metri
tential.

√

and its

In the notation of his Theorem II, he

√
√
√
P ( gH) = Pg ( gH) + Pq ( gH).

onsidered the expression

Now Hilbert's aim was to derive an exs
pression whi h only depended on the arbitrary ve tor p linearly, and whi h
had a vanishing

oordinate divergen e. He showed that

√
P ( gH)

ould be

written as

√
X √
X √
∂ g(al + bl + cl + dl )
√
µν
[ gH]k pk +
P ( gH) =
[ gH]µν p +
∂wl
µν
k
138 JDM 25 (1917), p. 31.
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(42)

where

l

a

bl
cl
dl

(
  )
X kρ
X ∂H
kρ ρµ
µν
ρν
,
p
p +
pk +
=
µν
ν
µ
∂gkl
ρ
µ,ν,k
 
 
X  ∂H
∂H kν
∂ ∂H
∂H kµ
− µρ
pµν ,
=
µν −
µν −
ρν
ρ
ρ
∂g
∂w
∂g
∂g
∂g
k
l
lk
lk
lk
µ,ν,ρ,k
X ∂H
pk ,
=
∂qkl
kl
 √


√
∂ gH ∂ gH
1 X ∂
s
p qs
−
= √
2 g k,s ∂wk
∂qlk
∂qkl

were shown to be
terms whi h

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

ontravariant ve tors and onstru ted in su h a way that
ps were only ontained in the rst two

ontained derivatives of

terms on the right hand side of eq. (42) whi h vanish on stipulation of the
eld equations. Invoking his theorem II, Hilbert now showed that

√
P ( gH)

ould alternatively be written as

X ∂ √gHps
√
.
P ( gH) =
∂w
s
s

(47)

el = Hpl − al − bl − cl − dl

(48)

Hen e the expression

depended linearly on

ps and transformed as a ve

tor under general

transformations. Invoking the eld equations, its

X ∂ √gel
l

vanishes identi ally in any
Moreover, his other

∂wl

ovariant divergen e

=0

oordinate system.

oordinate

(49)

139

onsiderations regarding the energy-momentum ten-

sor remained valid sin e the ele tromagneti

part of the energy followed from

his new energy expression as

 √

√ 
X ∂L
∂ gL ∂ gL s
1 X ∂
Lp −
p qs ,
pk − √
−
∂qkl
2 g
∂wk
∂qlk
∂qkl
l

k

k,s

139 [Hilbert 1915, p. 402℄.
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(50)

l
l
l
l
as is readily seen by looking at the denition of e in eq. (48) and of a , b , c ,
l
d in eqs. (43)(46) and taking into a ount that the ele tromagneti part L
does not depend on the derivatives of the metri . Using that

Mkl

fa t, only on the elds

L depended,

in

and, invoking the generalized Maxwell equations,

Hilbert transformed this expression to

X
s,k

Lδsl


∂L
∂L
Msk −
qs ps .
−
∂Mlk
∂ql

(51)

And sin e eq. (34) whi h followed dire tly from Hilbert's se ond theorem
remained valid, it followed that the ele tromagneti

part of his new energy

on ept again yielded Mie's energy-momentum tensor. Hen e the
about Mie's theory as a spe ial

on lusions

ase of Hilbert's theory also remained valid.

But the new energy ve tor was identi ally

onserved, by virtue of eq. (49),

for any system of oordinates. Hen e the stipulation of its validity by an extra
axiom did not add anything to the theory, its validity was already implied by
the rst two axioms, and hen e the third axiom of the proofs was no longer
independent from the rst two axioms and had to be dropped. This result
was in agreement with Einstein's

on lusions of his nal November memoir.

Hilbert might also have thought about the relation of his version of the
eld equations given as variational derivatives of an invariant and Einstein's
nal eld equations whi h were given in terms of the Ri
Riemann

i tensor and the

urvature s alar. In the published version, he added a remark to

the ee t that for the splitting of

H

into

H = K + L,

with

K

representing

the Riemann s alar and L the ele tromagneti part depending only on qs ,
qsl and g µν , the rst term on the left hand side of the eld equations (35)
assumed the expli it form

1
√
√
[ gK]µν = g(Kµν − Kgµν ),
2

(52)

and justied this assertion that it followed without al ulation from the fa t
µν
that Kµν and g
are the only tensors of se ond rank and K the only invariant
µν
140
whi h an be formed out of the g
and its rst and se ond derivatives.
The argument may not follow so easily without

al ulation but is nevertheless

true if it is understood that the se ond derivatives of the metri
only linearly and if the

ondition is taken into a

140 [Hilbert 1915, p. 405℄.
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ount that the

tensor enter
ombination

of

Kµν

and

g µν K

has to satisfy the

141

ontra ted Bian hi identity (24) derived

in Hilbert's Theorem III.

With the representation of his eld equations in terms of the Ri
Hilbert also had to

i tensor,

omment on the relation of his own eld equations to

those published by Einstein in his November equations.

The

omparison

was not so easy be ause, for one, the sour e term of the eld equations
in Hilbert's and in Einstein's theory were not ne essarily identiable.

In

Einstein's theory it was an unspe ied energy tensor of matter, exemplied
either by an in oherent, pressureless ow of parti les (dust) or by the energymomentum tensor of Maxwellian ele trodynami s. For Hilbert it was the
l
ele tromagneti part of his energy ve tor e . With Hilbert's splitting of the
world fun tion

L

H

into a gravitational part

and with his result that, as a

only depend on the ele tromagneti
derivatives

Msl ,

K

and an ele tromagneti

part

L

ould

onsequen e of general
potential

qs

ovarian e,

and on its antisymmetrized

there is hen e some freedom to determine

L

and hen e to

determine the energy-momentum tensor of matter in Mie's sense.
Hilbert never set the determinant of
in the usual manner

142

√

g

Se ond,

equal to 1 as Einstein was still doing

even in his fourth November

ommuni ation where

su h a spe ialization was no longer ne essary for the equations to hold.

143

And the presentation of what amounted in fa t to three dierent versions
of eld equations by Einstein within four weeks may have made it di ult
to de ide unambiguously what Einstein's new eld equations really were. In
fa t, what may seem from hindsight as three distin t and alternative versions
141 It is also possible that Hilbert took the fa tor

−1/2 in eq. (52) for the tra

e term

g µν K

by looking at the eld equations of Einstein's nal November equation, as Corry, Renn
and Sta hel suggest ([Corry, Renn and Sta hel 1997, p. 1272℄). However, Einstein added
the tra e term to the matter tensor

Tµν

and the equivalen e of these two forms rests not

only on the trivial equivalen e of putting the tra e term to the left or right hand side of
the eld equation but also on the perhaps more problemati
√
1 ∂ gL
with Hilbert's √
g ∂gµν .

identi ation of Einstein's

Tµν

142 in der gewohnten Weise [Einstein 1915a, p.845℄.

143 In a post ard to S hwarzs hild, dated 26 February, 1916, Hilbert expli itly pointed
out this dieren e to Einstein's theory: I h mö hte Sie nur darauf aufmerksam ma hen,
dass die Forderung Determinante

g = |gµν | = 1

ganz willkürli h und dur haus überüssig

ist. In meiner Theorie kommt dieselbe garni ht in Frage. Vgl. meine Gl. (21) S. 10. (SUB
Cod. Ms. S hwarzs hild 331/8.) The referen e is to the eld equations (35) whi h in the
proofs were eq. (26). When Klein undertook his systemati
Hilbert's energy expressions in 1918, he also
the

√
g

omparison of Einstein's and

omplained about the

fa tor in Einstein's papers, [Hilbert and Klein 1985, p. 142℄.
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hanging treatment of

of eld equations was presented by Einstein as essentially the same set of
equations plus
the

ertain hypotheses about the

hoi e of

oordinates and about

onstitution of matter, or modi ations of the va uum eld equations

in the presen e of matter. Nevertheless, Hilbert

onje tured that the nal

equations advan ed by Einstein were equivalent to his own if

K

is taken to

be the Riemann s alar:
The resulting dierential equations of gravitation are, it seems
to me, in agreement with the broad theory of general relativity
established by Einstein in his later papers.

144

And to this passage he added a referen e to all four November

ommuni a-

tions by Einstein, in luding the nal one, submitted to the Berlin A ademy
on November 25 and published a week later on De ember 2, 1915. With these
remarks Hilbert's note was prepared for press, by mid-February Hilbert reeived oprints of his paper and, by the end of Mar h, the last 1915 issue of
the

6

Na hri hten

A

was eventually published.

ertain resentment

With and after the publi ation of their respe tive notes, neither Einstein nor
Hilbert themselves publi ly ever entered into a dispute of priority. Nevertheless, during the he ti

period of November some tension between Hilbert and

Einstein had arisen as is

lear already from the tone of the

orresponden e of

that time and, in parti ular, from Einstein's expli it oer of re on iliation in
his response of De ember 20 to Hilbert's informing him about his ele tion as
a

orresponding member of the Göttingen A ademy. In this letter Einstein

wrote:
There was a

ertain resentment between us, the

I do not want to analyse.

ause of whi h

I have fought against the asso iated

feeling of bitterness, and with

omplete su

ess. I again think of

you with unmixed friendliness, and I ask you to try to think of

145

me in the same way.

144 Die so zu Stande kommenden Dierentialglei hungen der Gravitation sind, wie mir
s heint, mit der von Einstein in seinen späteren Abhandlungen aufgestellten groÿzügigen
Theorie der allgemeinen Relativität im Einklang. [Hilbert 1915, p. 405℄.

145 Es ist zwis hen uns eine gewisse Verstimmung gewesen, deren Ursa he i h ni ht
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In fa t, Einstein had voi ed bitter feelings against Hilbert in a letter to
Heinri h Zangger, one of his

losest friends, written on November 26, one

day after Einstein had presented his nal eld equations, representing the
ompletion of his General Theory of Relativity to the Berlin A ademy. In
this letter to Zangger of November 26, Einstein had a
nostri ation of his results.

146

As John Earman and Clark Glymour in their a

used Hilbert of the

ount of the November

1915 episode emphasized, questions about the priority of dis overies are
often among the least interesting and least important issues in the history of
s ien e.

147

Nevertheless, for the re onstru tion of

the natural s ien es, they may have a heuristi
new insights, and Hilbert's rst
has often been

on eptual innovation in

value in the identi ation of

ommuni ation on the foundation of physi s

148

ommented on in the literature in this respe t.

Both Hilbert and Einstein saw their a hievements of November 1915 as
the

ulmination of year-long eorts of s ienti resear h along their respe tive

resear h programs. This may a

ount for a

ertain irritability on both sides.

But sin e Einstein's and Hilbert's resear h programs were by no means identi al, the question arises as to the identi ation of those issues where both
s ientists felt that they had to se ure their
resentment against Hilbert

laims of priority.

Einstein's

annot have been indu ed by Hilbert's publi a-

tion of the eld equations in the expli it form in terms of the Ri

i tensor

and the Riemann s alar, nor in the establishment of full, unrestri ted general

ovarian e. His a

usation of nostri ation was expressed at the time

of Hilbert's rst proofs whi h did not yet

ontain the expli it form of the

eld equations and whi h still postulated a restri tion of the

ovarian e by

the additional four spa e-time equations postulated by the third axiom in
the proofs. And this third axiom was only dropped in the published version
when Hilbert had found his new energy ve tor. Hen e, one may also question
whether even Einstein's oer of re on iliation of De ember 20 was a rea tion
analysieren will. Gegen das damit verbundene Gefühl der Bitterkeit habe i h gekämpft,
und zwar mit vollständigem Erfolge.

I h gedenke Ihrer wieder in ungetrübter Fre-

undli hkeit, und bitte Sie, dasselbe bei mir zu versu hen.

Einstein to Hilbert, 20 De-

ember 1915, CPAE8, Do . 167.

146 This letter is the subje t of [Medi us 1984℄ and is, in fa t, undated. It has been dated

by

ontext to November 26 in Volume 8 of the Colle ted Papers of Albert Einstein. To

be pre ise, Einstein does not mention Hilbert by name but it seems beyond doubt that
Hilbert was meant.

147 [Earman and Glymour 1978, p. 291℄.
148 [Guth 1970℄, [Mehra 1974℄ seem to have been the rst to raise the issue of priority.
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to Hilbert's revisions of his paper.
It seems more probable that Einstein regarded Hilbert's axiomati

inter-

pretation of his theory as a nostri ation and that he obje ted to Hilbert's
treating his gravitation theory as a mere mathemati al preliminary to his
own theory. In fa t, in his rst axiom Hilbert had postulated that the world
µν
fun tion H would depend on the omponents of the metri tensor g , its
rst and se ond derivatives, as well as on the ele tromagneti

potential

qs

and its derivatives. And both quantities had been introdu ed in the pre eding paragraph on the same footing as the quantities whi h
pro esses in the world,

149

1) the ten gravitation potentials
metri

tensor

hara terize the

namely

gµν (µ, ν = 1, 2, 3, 4)

with sym-

hara ter with respe t to an arbitrary transforma-

tion of the world parameter
2) the four ele trodynami

150

ws ;

potentials

qs

with ve tor

hara ter in

the same sense.

From hindsight, it was the introdu tion of the metri
the most radi al break with

lassi al spa e-time

tensor whi h implied

on epts by providing both

the hronogeometri al and the inertio-gravitational stru tures and whi h thus
represented

the

 ru ial step in the development of general relativity.

already at the time, Einstein had a
and innovative

151

But

lear understanding of the revolutionary

on eptual impli ations of his general theory of relativity

whi h, at that time, had also made him an outsider in the eld of gravitation

152

theory.

Hilbert had a knowledged the tremendous resear h problems of

Einstein and his perspi a iously devised methods for their solution

153

in the

rst paragraph of his note. But, in the published version, he expli itly gave
redit to Einstein for the introdu tion of the metri

tensor, adding that those

ten gravitational potentials were rst introdu ed by Einstein.
149 Die das Ges hehen in

ws

154

harakterisierenden Gröÿen ... Proofs, p. 1, [Hilbert 1915,

p. 395℄.

150 1) die zehn Gravitationspotentiale

gµν (µ, ν = 1, 2, 3, 4)

mit symmetris hem Tensor-

harakter gegenüber einer beliebigen Transformation der Weltparameter
elektrodynamis hen Potentiale

qs

ws ;

2) die vier

mit Vektor harakter im selben Sinne. Proofs, p. 1

151 [Sta hel 1995, p. 293℄; see also [Sta hel 1994℄.
152 For a ontemporary review of gravitational theories, see [Abraham 1915℄.
153 [...℄ die gewaltigen Problemstellungen von Einstein sowie dessen s harfsinnige zu ihrer

Lösung ersonnenen Methoden, proofs, p. 1, [Hilbert 1915, p. 395℄.

154 [...℄

die

zehn

zuerst

von

Einstein

[Hilbert 1915, p. 395℄.
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eingeführten

Gravitationspotentiale

[...℄,

While Hilbert thus gave
metri

redit to the

on eptual justi ation of Einstein's

theory of gravitation, he nevertheless

laimed that he had indepen-

dently derived the eld equations of General Relativity from a variational
prin iple. So, of

ourse, did Einstein who did not refer to Hilbert in his nal

ommuni ation. To be sure, sin e John Norton's 1984 a

ount of Einstein's

route towards general relativity who argued that Einstein's nal steps were
self- ontained

155

no serious argument was ever advan ed disputing Einstein's

independen e in deriving his eld equations of November 25. Nevertheless,
sin e Hilbert's published note only

ontained the date of presentation to the

A ademy, November 20, predating Einstein's fourth

ommuni ation, whi h

was presented to the Berlin A ademy on November 25, by ve days, some
ommentators have haphazardly

onje tured that Einstein may have taken

the tra e term introdu ed in his nal

156

paper.

This

onje ture

ommuni ation by looking at Hilbert's

an now be regarded as denitely refuted by the

rst proofs of Hilbert's paper.

157

But the independen e of Einstein's dis overy was never a point of dispute
between Einstein and Hilbert. Nor was the independen e of Hilbert's derivation of the eld equation ever disputed by Einstein. Hilbert

laimed priority

for the introdu tion of the Riemann s alar into the a tion prin iple and the
derivation of the eld equations from it,
that Hilbert (and Lorentz) had su

158

and Einstein admitted publi ly

eeded in giving the equations of general

relativity a parti ularly lu id form by deriving them from a single variational
155 [Norton 1984, p. 314℄.

156 See, e.g., [Fölsing 1993, p. 421℄.
157 [Corry, Renn and Sta hel 1997℄.

158 Thus, Hilbert apparently had obje ted to the presentation in a paper by Herglotz on

the geometri

impli ations of the introdu tion of the Riemann tensor into gravitation the-

ory published in early 1917 ([Herglotz 1916℄). In a defensive response, Herglotz admitted
1
that he should have pointed out that the tensor Kµν − gµν K rst appeared naturally as a
2
R
variation of

√
K gdw

Auftreten des Tensors

in Hilbert's paper. (I h hätte freili h auf das erstmalige natürli he
R √
Kµν − 12 gµν K als Variation von K gdw in Ihren `Grundlagen'

besonders hinweisen sollen. Herglotz to Hilbert, undated, SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 147.)

And in a draft of a letter to Weyl, dated 22 April 1918, written after he had read
the proofs of the rst edition of Weyl's RaumZeitMaterie Hilbert also obje ted
to being slighted in Weyl's exposition. In this letter again in parti ular the use of the
Riemannian

urvature [s alar℄ in the Hamiltonian integral (insbesondere die Verwendung

der Riemanns hen Krümmung unter dem Hamiltons hen Integral) was
his original

ontributions. SUB Cod. Ms. Hilbert 457/17.
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laimed as one of

159

prin iple.

Hilbert's irritation in November 1915, I would like to suggest, referred
to Einstein's Na htrag to his rst November

160

the Berlin A ademy on November 11.
advan ed generally

ommuni ation, presented to

In this Na htrag Einstein had

ovariant eld equations, equating the Ri

i tensor to

the energy-momentum tensor of matter, and justied these equations by the
hypothesis that the tra e of the energy-momentum tensor of matter vanish.
This was a ne essary
the

onsequen e of these eld equations if one wanted to x

oordinates su h that

√

−g

be a

onstant, and this

oordinate

ondition

had to be imposed in order to re over the eld equations of Einstein's rst
November

ommuni ation. Sin e the tra e of the energy-momentum tensor

vanishes for the ele tromagneti energy-momentum tensor but not ne essarily
for other tensors, e.g.

not for the energy-momentum tensor of in oherent

pressureless dust, the eld equations hen e implied a hypothesis about the
onstitution of matter. As Einstein said:
There are indeed not a few who hope to be able to redu e matter to purely ele tromagneti

pro esses.

These pro esses, how-

ever, would have to be governed by a theory whi h generalizes
Maxwell's ele trodynami s to a

ompleted theory.
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Clearly, Hilbert must have understood this as a referen e to Mie's ele trodynami

eld theory of matter. And Einstein's

implied a hypothesis about the

laim that the eld equations

onstitution of matter just tou hed on the

Leitmotiv of Hilbert's own theory. Indeed, as was dis ussed above, Hilbert
interpreted his rst theorem about the implied existen e of four identities
between the 14 eld equations and their derivatives, in the sense that the
ele trodynami

phenomena are ee ts of gravitation. And it is well possible

that Hilbert had informed Einstein about this

hara teristi

of his theory

in that friendly letter whi h, unfortunately lost, he had sent Einstein in
response to Einstein's initial

orresponden e of November 7.

But the subsequent introdu tion of the tra e term in Einstein's eld equations of November 25, implied not only that energy-momentum

onservation

159 In letzter Zeit ist es H.A. Lorentz und D. Hilbert gelungen, der allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie dadur h eine besonders übersi htli he Gestalt zu geben, daÿ sie deren
Glei hungen aus einem einzigen Variationsprinzipe ableiten. [Einstein 1916b, p. 1111℄.

160 [Einstein 1915 ℄.
161 Es gibt sogar ni ht wenige, die hoen, die Materie auf rein elektromagnetis he

Vorgänge reduzieren zu können, die allerdings einer gegenüber Maxwell's Elektrodynamik
vervollständigten Theorie gemäÿ vor si h gehen würden. [Einstein 1915 , p. 799℄.
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no longer imposed a restri tion on the admissible
the hypothesis of the Na htrag superuous, a

oordinates. It also made

onsequen e whi h Einstein

expli itly pointed out:
On the other hand the postulate of general relativity

annot dis-

lose anything about the other phenomena of nature that would
not already follow from spe ial relativity.

My former opinion,

expressed re ently in this forum, was erroneous.
With Einstein's retreat regarding his
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laim about impli ations of his gravita-

tional eld equations for an inherent ele tromagneti

onstitution of matter,

the danger of a priority problem for Hilbert, as far as Einstein was

on erned,

had vanished.

7

Con luding remarks

The substantial lasting innovation of Hilbert's rst note on the foundation
of physi s was the foundation of Einstein's general theory of relativity on an
invariant variational prin iple as an equivalent representation of the gravitational and ele tromagneti
of some

eld equations and the mathemati al elaboration

onsequen es whi h follow alone from the invarian e of the a tion

integral with respe t to arbitrary transformations of
sights in lude the dis overy of a spe ial
the derivation of the generalized

oordinates. These in-

ase of Noether's se ond theorem,

ontra ted Bian hi identities from the varia-

tional prin iple in his Theorem II, as well as the introdu tion of the Riemann
urvature s alar into the variational integral. Other innovative features of his
note have not stood the test of time. Among these are his ideas on a unied
eld theory of gravitation and ele tromagnetism and his energy ve tor.
With regard to the nal establishment of a theory of unrestri ted, general
ovarian e and the intera tion between Hilbert and Einstein in this matter,
I should like to venture the following histori al assessment of Hilbert's work.
Hilbert's knowledge and understanding of the

al ulus of variations and of

invariant theory readily put him into a position to fully grasp Einstein's
162 Dagegen vermag das allgemeine Relativitätspostulat uns ni hts über das Wesen der
übrigen Naturvorgänge zu oenbaren, was ni ht s hon die spezielle Relativitätstheorie
gelehrt hätte.

Meine in dieser Hinsi ht neuli h an dieser Stelle geäuÿerte Meinung war

irrtümli h. [Einstein 1915a, p. 847℄.
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gravitation theory of 1914 and the mathemati al intri a ies of the derivation of its eld equations from a variational prin iple. This understanding
and the subsequent axiomati

reinterpretation of Einstein's theory as well as

Hilbert's way of restri ting general
onservation and

ovarian e in order to guarantuee energy

ausality by means of a third, independent axiom in the

rst proofs of his note, posed, it seems to me, obje tively a threat to the deli ate, metastable balan e between physi al
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on eptions and their mathemat-

Entwurf theory, as a hieved by his 1914
exposition of the Formale Grundlage. And whatever Hilbert later learnt from

i al representation

of Einstein's

reading Einstein's nal November

ommuni ation while reviewing the proofs

of his note, I should like to suggest that Hilbert's own justi ation of general
ovarian e by means of the revised energy

on ept of the published paper,

was based also on arguments of internal mathemati al
independent from Einstein's
Hilbert's spe i

oheren y whi h were

onsiderations.

ontributions to the history of general relativity as well

as their limitations were
and a broad knowledge of
ti s of Hilbert's axiomati

onditioned by a vast knowledge of mathemati s
ontemporary theoreti al physi s, by the heurismethod of identifying basi

assumptions and their

respe tive impli ations and of looking for fundamental and intri ate mathemati al questions asso iated with physi s, as well as by Hilbert's belief in the
unity of the mathemati al s ien es and in the feasibility of turning physi s
into a mathemati al dis ipline based on an axiomati

foundation.
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